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ABSTRACT 

 Natural processes are coupled to economic dynamics along populated coastlines.  This 

coupling occurs as economically driven beach nourishment, the placing of sediment along the 

coast from outside the immediate coastline, is employed to mitigate erosion of the shoreline 

caused by natural processes, which then changes future erosion dynamics. Spatial processes 

connect alongshore adjacent beaches such that the nourishment of one beach affects the shoreline 

dynamics of another. This thesis uses numerical models to explore the consequences of these 

alongshore spatial dynamics in a coupled economic and coastal system. Model results show that 

feedbacks between economic and physical dynamics lead to the emergence of free rider and 

sucker locations along both straight and cuspate coastal morphologies. Suckers are locations of 

frequent nourishment while free riders are nearby coastal locations with infrequent nourishment 

activity. The consequent alongshore variation in the value of coastal property reflects dramatic 

differences between sucker and free rider locations such that sucker property values are an order 

of magnitude or more lower than free rider locations. These differences suggest that future 

coastal property value may not be tied to environmental erosion signals in instances where 

nourishing communities employ spatially myopic nourishment strategies.  To explore the 

potential for spatially coordinated nourishment, an analytic optimal control model of 

nourishment is presented. It is found that there are significant gains using coordinated beach 

nourishment as the incentive to fall into a classic prisoners dilemma with respect to nourishment 

activities is reduced and that gains from coordination increase with increasing sea level rise. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 Advances in coastal engineering and technology have allowed humans to become 

significant dynamical components of the nearshore coastal system. Human interactions along the 

coastline are coupled to natural coastal dynamics through beach management that aims to protect 

coastal property by temporarily offsetting shoreline retreat. Beach management alters coastal 

dynamics, which in turn change future management therefore completing the coupling loop. 

Additionally, coastal communities adjacent to one another are linked through alongshore coastal 

processes that transport sediment.  These processes cause nourishment in one community to 

impact coastal dynamics in neighboring communities and vice versa. This coupling leads to 

nonlinear cause and effect relationships between beach management and coastal processes. 

Shoreline stabilization techniques such as artificial dune construction and nourishment are 

preferred along most of the U.S East Coast since it allows the beach to remain functional and 

attractive [Pilkey et al., 2009].  

      

 There are two primary causes of shoreline retreat. Wind generated gravity waves break as 

they near the coastline giving rise to continuous shore parallel currents that transport sediment. 

Gradients in alongshore sediment transport can cause the shoreline to erode or accrete in the 

cross-shore direction. Additionally, sea level rise drives shoreline retreat with a rate that may 

increase in light of predictions of accelerated sea level rise [Church and White, 2006].  Increased 

rates of erosion suggest an increased need for nourishment as communities attempt to maintain 

the status quo. Along the North Carolina coast, nourishment quality sand is a limited resource 

and is primarily obtained from large subaqueous deposits of sand called shoals. As these shoals 
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are drawn from more frequently, the available sediment will be located further offshore and 

become increasingly difficult and costly to retrieve.  

 

 Previous work [Gopalakrishnan et al., 2011] analyzed the economic attributes of coastal 

communities and found beach width is a fundamental constituent of the long-term value of all 

property located within 300m of the shoreline along the North Carolina coast.  A model for 

economically optimal long-term management of a single community [Smith et al., 2009] has 

uncovered potential feedbacks between coastal and economic systems. Furthermore, a study of 

U.S. East Coast nourishment practices [Valverde et al., 1998] reveals that U.S East Coast 

communities have historically made decentralized nourishment decisions; a beach is nourished 

without considering how the nourishment may positively or negatively affect the beach width 

and property values at neighboring communities. This thesis explores the aspects of coupled 

human coastlines relating to specific potential feedbacks, sustainability of nourishment, and the 

management thereof.  

 

 When humans are coupled to landscape processes, it is possible that management can 

feedback on landscape process leading to unforseen long time-scale emergent behavior [Haff, 

2003; Werner and McNamara, 2007]. The relatively recent onset of strong coupling between 

humans and the coastline means there is limited data on long time scale dynamics associated 

with human coastline interactions. Statistical models are not well suited for this analysis because 

they can not capture the systemic response to changes in external forcing nor can they capture 

internal spatial interactions that play out in time and are consequently incapable of predicting self 

organized or emergent behavior.  For these reasons I explore the spatial interactions between 
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communities and coastal processes through the use of numerical modeling borrowing often from 

the field of nonlinear dynamics.  

 

 In Chapter 2, I will describe a model I have developed (Appendix A) to explore the future 

consequences of practicing locally optimal and spatially uncoordinated beach nourishment. I 

investigate the resulting alongshore distribution of property value after approximately one 

century of beach management, and what roles external and internal forcing play in the system 

dynamics. I combine a capital accumulation model for beach nourishment developed by Smith et 

al, [2009] with a coastline evolution model formulated by Ashton et al, [2001] to produce a new 

model capable of exploring the evolution of coupled human-coastlines over a wide range of 

coastal morphologies.  

 

 In Chapter 3, I describe an analysis of the advantages and drawbacks to coordinating 

nourishment with neighboring coastal communities. I analyze a simple three-community model 

(Appendix C) with spatial interactions under two management strategies: decentralized 

management and coordinated management. Which strategy leads to greater coast-wide long-term 

value? Are there trade-offs between strategies? What is the role of relative differences in the 

intrinsic value of towns? Is the effectiveness of a strategy dependent on environmental 

parameters? Using optimal control theory I formulate a boundary value problem and numerically 

solve the system to explore these questions.  
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ABSTRACT 

 Shoreline retreat is a natural trend along most sandy coastlines. Humans often respond to 

shoreline retreat with beach nourishment as an effort to maintain coastal property values. 

Extending the shoreline through nourishment alters the alongshore sediment transport and 

changes shoreline dynamics in adjacent coastal regions. If left unmanaged, sandy coastlines can 

have spatially complex or simple patterns of erosion due to the relationship of large-scale 

morphology and the local wave climate. Using a numerical model that simulates spatially 

decentralized and locally optimal nourishment decisions—characteristics of much of U.S East 

coast beach management— we find that human erosion intervention does not simply reflect the 

alongshore erosion pattern. Spatial interactions generate feedbacks in economic and physical 

variables that lead to widespread emergence of "free riders" and "suckers" with subsequent 

inequality in the alongshore distribution of property value. Along cuspate coastlines, such as 

those found along the U. S. Southeast Coast,  these long-term property value differences span an 

order of magnitude. Results imply that spatially decentralized management of nourishment can 

lead to property values  that are divorced from spatial erosion signals, this management approach 

is unlikely to be optimal. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 Humans move more surface mass than all natural processes combined [Hooke, 2000]. We 

are considered the most significant geomorphic force on the planet and have even prompted the 

naming of a new epoch, the Anthropocene [Crutzer and Stoermer, 2000]. Surface processes that 

transport mass can become coupled with dynamics associated with human agency. Coupling 

arises as humans and their institutions attempt to alter surface processes, and then these altered 

surface processes influence future human interactions with the environment. 

 

 Coupling between humans and landscape processes is often strongest on intermediate 

time scales [Werner and McNamara, 2007]. On these scales, many landscape processes are 

governed by spatial dynamics such as linear diffusion, nonlinear diffusion, and advection. 

Human processes, however, are often focused on time and neglect the role that spatial processes 

play in influencing the coupled human-landscape system. As humans  alter local regions of a 

landscape, those alterations proceed to influence other locations through natural spatial 

dynamics.  The altered dynamics in nearby regions can then impact human intervention in those 

locations, which eventually can influence the original human intervention.  This spatio-temporal 

coupling gives rise to nonlinear dynamics, including unexpected emergent behavior [Haff, 2001; 

Werner and McNamara, 2007].The management of rangelands, where rainfall and fire play 

critical roles, strongly governs which of three attractor states the rangeland will occupy [Janssen 

et al., 2004]. Deforestation increases flood frequency and flood duration at the global scale, but 

not locally [Bradshaw, 2007]. Competition for groundwater can lead to feedbacks that rapidly 

lead to aquifer depletion [Negri, 1989]. 
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 Many coastal systems have a strongly coupled human component. Humans manage the 

coastline system through beach nourishment, building the beach out by placing sand on the 

shoreface.  Numerous recent studies have explored feedbacks in the dynamics of the coupled 

human-coastline system.  In a coupled barrier island resort model, dunes on undeveloped 

portions of the barrier provide protection that justifies resort development, and once development 

occurs, artificial protection justifies further resort development. This feedback leads to heavily 

protected barrier island resorts that filter low energy storm damage at the cost of enhancing 

larger and less frequent damage [McNamara et al., 2008]. Along a cuspate coastline similar in 

morphology to the North Carolina coastline, a model for communities constantly stabilizing the 

coastline predicts not just local shoreline change but change on the order of 10's to 100's of 

kilometers away [Slott et al., 2010]. Model experiments on a straight coastline where 

communities project optimal nourishment intervals based on perceived erosion show an 

instability due to the timing of alongshore sediment transport delivery in one's own nourishment 

cycle, and this instability can lead to temporally chaotic beach width [Lazarus et al., 2011]. 

 

 Smith et al, [2009] suggest an important feedback whereby as the cost of sand rises, so 

does a community’s locally optimal rate of nourishment. This unexpected feedback exists for 

some but not all regions of the parameter space. Considering that sand is a limited resource, an 

increasing cost of sand as nourishment dwindles offshore sand supplies could provide a positive 

feedback resulting in unsustainable nourishment [Smith et al., 2009]. It is unclear how this and 

other feedbacks will manifest along a spatially dynamic coastline. How does the practice of 

spatially decentralized management that is locally optimal (optimal from the perspective of one 

community without regard for effects on others) influence patterns of nourishments along a 
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spatially explicit coastline? What is the effect of spatio-temporal feedbacks on property value? 

To what degree does large-scale coastal morphology influence these feedbacks? We explore 

these questions with a numerical model that couples locally optimal nourishment decision 

making with a model of coastal dynamics. Model experiments focus on straight and cuspate plan 

view coastal morphologies as found along the U.S. East Coast. 

 

METHODS 

Coastal Model 

 We use a coastline change model put forth previously in the literature [Ashton et al, 

2001]. The plan view model domain is discretized into a cellular grid with individual cells of size 

1x1km (Figure 1). Each grid location has an associated number ranging between zero and one. 

Zero indicates ocean, one indicates land, and numbers between zero and one are shoreline cells. 

Erosion and accretion of the shoreline causes a proportional decrease or increase, respectively, of 

a shoreline cell’s fractional value. Fluxes of sediment, Qs, between cells are calculated according 

to an alongshore sediment transport equation            

      

! 

Qs = k1Hb
5 / 2 cos("b #$)sin("b #$ )                       (1)  

where  is the breaking wave height,  is an empirical constant reflecting local geology, and 

€ 

φb −θ  is the angle of the breaking wave crest relative to the coast. Mass is conserved in the 

model domain and sand is assumed to spread evenly over the active shoreface up to a depth, D.  

This assumption leads to a conservation of sediment equation  

     

! 

"#
"t

= $
1
D
dQs

dx
             (2)

  

Equation [2] states that the time rate of change in cross-shore shoreline position, , is due to 

gradients in alongshore sediment transport, . Waves are transformed from deep water until the  
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Figure 1. Depiction of physical model. Waves drive sediment transport fluxes across shoreline 
cell boundaries. Changes to the cross shore position of a cell (η) can be a result of gradients in 
the alongshore (X) sediment transport (Qs).  
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point of breaking according to Airy Wave theory. Waves are refracted  and shoaled over shore 

parallel contours. Once a wave has broken due to shallow depths, Equation [1] is used to 

determine sediment transport at shoreline cell boundaries. 

 

 The model is forced with a distribution of deep water wave angles, depending on the 

simulated coastal configuration. In model experiments involving a cuspate coastline, a new 

deepwater wave angle is chosen each model day from a four bin probability distribution function 

(PDF) while the wave height and period is fixed for all wave angles. The size of each bin from 

the PDF represents the probability that the corresponding range of wave angles is randomly 

chosen. For a cuspate coastline similar to the North Carolina coast, we use a PDF (Figure 2) 

derived from 20 years of hourly data collected by the Army Corp of Engineer's Wave 

Information Studies Station 509 (WIS 509). WIS 509 is located on edge of the continental shelf 

perpendicularly offshore of Cape Fear, North Carolina. Details on how we create a PDF from 

wave data can be found in Ashton et al. [2006b] and Slott et al. [2006]. Model experiments on 

straight coastline morphologies are forced with zero degree deep water wave angles every day. 

We provide an additional erosion signal in the model by assigning a mean erosion rate 

corresponding to shoreline retreat from sea level rise.  For simulations on straight coastlines we 

also impose a  random shock to the shoreline retreat rate representing the stochasticity in 

shoreline position due to storms and other faster time scale processes. We draw shocks from a 

mean-zero normal distribution and vary the standard deviation to explore implications of 

increasing stochasticity.  

 

 A cuspate coastline domain was generated by running the physical model described  
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Figure 2. Wave angle probability distribution derived from 20 years of hourly wave data at WIS 
station 509.  
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above with the WIS 509 wave climate parameterization for 10,000 years allowing an initially 

straight coastline to self-organize to a configuration with aspect ratios approximately equal to 

those calculated for the cusps located along North and South Carolina. For details and 

explanation as to how large-scale coastal morphology self organizes refer to Ashton et al, [2001] 

and Ashton et al, [2006a]. After this domain was generated, the coast was left to evolve for an 

additional 20 years while tracking the daily position of every shoreline cell.  From this, the 

standard deviation in daily shoreline change was obtained at each cell. We define the alongshore 

average of the standard deviation in cuspate shoreline change at each cell as . 

 

Economic model 

 The economic model is based on a capital accumulation framework developed for a 

single nourishing community [Smith et al. 2009]. A community determines the optimal time to 

nourish the beach by choosing a nourishment interval, T, that maximizes the present value net 

benefits from a series of nourishments. Net benefits from a single nourishment event are: 

          

! 

NB(T) = B(T) "C(T)                        (3) 

where 

€ 

B(T)  is a benefits function and represents the flow of discounted benefits accumulated 

over T and 

€ 

C(T)  is the cost of nourishment. The cost is composed of fixed and variable 

nourishment costs:  

    

! 

C(T) = c f + "(x0 # x(T))              (4)  

where  is the fixed cost associated with equipment, environmental impact analyses, and 

permits. The second term in Equation [4] is the variable cost and it depends on the current cost of 

sand 

! 

(") and the amount of sand needed to nourish the beach out to 

! 

x0 , the maximum cross-

shore location. The benefits function takes the form  
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! 

B(T) = e"#t#$[x(t)% ]dt
0

T

&             (5)
  

 
where 

! 

"  is the base property value and includes all attributes excluding beach width,  is the 

discount rate and also serves to convert a stock value into a flow benefit, and 

€ 

β is the hedonic 

price of beach width. This hedonic pricing model is useful because it decomposes the price of 

coastal property into constituent parts: property characteristics (year built, building materials 

quality, etc), location specific characteristics (proximity to parks), and environmental 

characteristics (beach width) [Bin et al., 2008; Gopalakrishnan et al., 2011; Landry and 

Hindsley, 2011]. Both property and locational characteristics are captured in the base property 

value

! 

" .  

 

 The model community assumes beach width change can be attributed to two phenomena: 

exponential relaxation and linear shoreline retreat. Following nourishment, beach erosion is 

enhanced because the new cross shore profile is out of equilibrium with a more settled and wave-

carved profile [Dean and Dalrymple, 2002]. The community assumes erosion from relaxation 

decreases exponentially with a timescale 

! 

"

 
[Dean, 2002],[Smith et al., 2009],[Lazarus et al., 

2011]. The shoreline is assumed to retreat linearly with rate 

! 

"  leading to a projected beach width 

that evolves according to 

    

! 

x(t) = (1" µ)x0 + µe"#t x0 " $t
            

 (6)  

where 

! 

µ  is the fraction of beach that experiences exponential erosion and 

! 

(1" µ)  is the fraction 

of beach that experiences linear erosion; 

! 

µ  must lie in the range 

! 

0 " µ "1. The state equation for 

the single community is found by differentiating Equation [6],
 

     

! 

˙ x (t) = "#µe"#t x0 " $ .               (7)  
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The beach width will change through time and based on the communities projection of beach 

dynamics (Equations [6] and [7]) the community chooses the interval between nourishments that 

maximizes the net benefits associated with all future nourishments.  The sum of all net benefits is 

the total present value of the coastal property, 

 

! 

v(T1,T2,T3,...,Tn ) = NB(T1) + e"#T1NB(T2) + e"#T2NB(T3) + ...+ e"#Tn"1NB(Tn )               (8) 

with each 

! 

Ti being the time since the beginning of management. If erosion dynamics are 

stationary then Equation [8] can be re-written as an infinite geometric series, 

    

! 

v(T) = e"#ntNB(T) =
n=0

$

% NB(T)
1" e"#T

.                 (9) 

Here, the infinite-horizon problem is an analytical convenience and can considered a close 

approximation to a finite-horizon problem with a long planning horizon (>50 years). The optimal 

nourishment interval T* can now be recovered through the following maximization:  

          

! 

maxv(T) = (B(T) "C(T)) /(1" e"#t ) .              (10) 

It should be noted that while T* is locally optimal, it may not be socially optimal as the loss of 

ecosystem services is not included in the cost function (Equation [4]), and effects on neighboring 

communities are ignored [Smith et al., 2009]. Solving Equation [9] for a range of sand costs 

! 

(") 

and shoreline retreat rates 

! 

(") , we generate an optimal rotation interval parameter space (Figure 

3). In doing this we hold all other economic and physical parameters constant: exponential 

relaxation time scale is 

! 

" = 0.05 , hedonic price of beach width is 

! 

" = 0.25, discount rate is
 

! 

" = 0.06 , fixed cost of nourishment is

! 

c f =10 , and the base property value is 

! 

" = 200 . 

 

 Nourishment grade sediment is a finite resource and may become increasingly scarce or 

hard to access [Cleary, 2004]. We model the effect of limited nourishment stock by allowing the  
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Figure 3. Contour lines of optimal nourishment rate as a function of the projected linear erosion 
rate (γ) and the cost of sand (φ). The color bar indicates the optimal nourishment length (rate) in 
years.  
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sand cost 

! 

(") to adjust according to the level of nourishment sand available. In the model, the 

cost of sand increases linearly with a diminishing sediment reservoir of volume R according to 

              
            

! 

" = c0 + (cm # $R(t))                        (11) 

where 

! 

c0  
is the baseline sand cost, 

! 

cm  is the maximum sand cost, and 

! 

"  is the rate at which the 

sand cost increases per unit volume of sand removed from the reservoir [McNamara et al., 

2011].  

 

Coupling Economics Dynamics to Coastal Processes 

 Historical nourishment along the U. S. East Coast has occurred over a wide range of 

spatial scales [Valverde et al., 1999]. In order to explore the general consequence of locally 

optimal nourishment along a coast, economic decisions are made at the resolution of the physical 

model, which corresponds to some of the smaller historical alongshore scales. Specifically, 

nourishment decisions are made over 1km alongshore stretches of coastline. At each shoreline 

cell in the model domain, the shoreline retreat rate 

! 

(")  is projected forward by averaging the τ 

previous years of shoreline change at each cell. τ is a timescale for averaging previous shoreline 

change and is varied in model simulations.  Communities essentially assume that a beach will 

erode in the future at a rate similar to the past, and the timescale determines how far into the past 

they consider. A separate sediment reservoir (and therefore a unique sand cost) is associated with 

each shoreline cell. Knowing both the erosion rate and sand cost at each shoreline cell, the 

locally optimal time to nourish is found using Figure 3. As time steps forward, the erosion rate is 

updated. When the time since the last nourishment equals the optimal nourishment rate 

! 

T *, 

nourishment takes place, and the shoreline cell is extended by setting the beach width to 

! 

x0 . If 

the beach width is greater than 

! 

x0  at the time of nourishment, no change occurs at the cell and 
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the sediment reservoir and sand cost remain unchanged. A shoreline cell will not be nourished if 

the projected erosion rate is negative.  

 

 The size of the reservoir for a single shoreline cell is determined such that after 150 years 

of constantly drawing from the reservoir to hold the shoreline in place against 1.5 m/yr of 

erosion, the sand cost will go from the initial cost 

! 

(c0)  to the maximum cost 

! 

(cm )  [McNamara et 

al., 2011]. Through all simulations, the initial cost and maximum cost are set to $0.5 and $30 

respectively. In some simulations, a string of 100 shoreline cells are connected to a common 

reservoir such that when one cell nourishes, the cost of sand rises for all cells within the string. 

For these simulations, the size of the common reservoir is the individual reservoir size multiplied 

by 100. The sand cost increase parameter is re-calculated such that if all cells constantly draw on 

the reservoir to mitigate 150 years of 1.5 m/yr shoreline retreat, the sand cost will reach the 

maximum cost.  

 

RESULTS 

 All experiments are run for 150 model years. The first 40 years are characterized by 

transient behavior as the system settles toward its’ steady state or attractor. Therefore our 

analysis uses results from years 40 to 150. Initial model experiments incorporate a straight plan 

view coastal morphology forced with zero degree incident waves, wave height of 1.7 m, and 10 s 

wave period. This describes a straight beach where cross shore perturbations diffuse through 

alongshore sediment transport. The shoreline retreat rate due to sea level rise was set to 1.5 m/yr 

and is within predicted limits of shoreline retreat rates due to sea level rise [Zhang, 2004; 

McNamara et al., 2011; Slott et al., 2010].  
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 We find that spatial interactions lead to significant alongshore variability in the total 

present value of coastal property 

! 

(v). We use the standard deviation as a measure of variability. 

Variation in  is largest for experiments when the standard deviation in forced erosion rate 

equals zero 

! 

("c = 0) . Variability in  decreases with higher  and is a minimum for the highest 

value of  (Figures 4 and 5). High variability in  corresponds to high variability in the 

alongshore distribution of total nourishments (Figure 6). Likewise when the variability is lowest 

in , the alongshore distribution of total nourishments is also less variable (Figure 6).   

  

 The alongshore variability in total present value  is the result of feedbacks between the 

economic and physical processes. An erosion feedback on straight coastal morphologies with 

low angle wave climates occurs because as a cell nourishes, it experiences a higher erosion rate 

from sand being lost to neighboring cells through the gradient in coastline position that is created 

after nourishment. Thus, the community in that cell forecasts a higher erosion rate. This forecast 

makes the nourishing cell more likely to nourish sooner since it is optimal according to Figure 3 

to decrease the nourishment rate with increasing erosion rates and associated forecasts. 

Additionally, the neighbor cells see decreases in their erosion rates and forecast lower erosion, 

prompting them to decrease their nourishment rate (Figure 3). Another feedback exists between 

the cost of sand the optimal nourishment rates. As the cost of sand increases from declining 

sediment resources, the locally optimal nourishment interval decreases. This feedback causes an 

already nourishing cell to be likely to nourish more and more frequently, thereby enhancing the 

spatial variability in total present value. The spatial feedback holds throughout the parameter 

space, whereas the cost feedback can reverse directions (Figure 3, see Smith et al., 2009 for a  
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Figure 4. Results from straight coastline experiments showing the total present value for 
different magnitudes of standard deviation in erosion forcing 

! 

"c  (a,b,c,d) where the magnitude is 
indicated in bottom left corner of each subfigure. The mean erosion rate is 1.5 m/yr and beach 
managers erosion averaging timescale (τ) is 10 years for each simulation.  
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Figure 5. Standard deviation in alongshore total present value 

! 

(v) tested for erosion averaging 
timescales (τ) of 10 and 30 years, mean shoreline erosion rates of 0.5 and 1.5 m/yr, and for 
various magnitudes of the standard deviation in erosion forcing (

! 

"chorizontal axis). The red line 
corresponds to the standard deviation of each subfigure in Figure 3. 
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Figure 6. Total number of nourishments for each alongshore cell summed from model years 40 
to 150 along a straight coastline. The erosion averaging timescale (τ) is 10 years. The black line 
shows results from simulations with the standard deviation erosion forcing set 

! 

0 "#c. The red 
line shows results from model simulations with the standard deviation in erosion forcing set to 

! 

2 "#c. 
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detailed discussion of the cost feedback). 

 

 A partial phase space representation with axes consisting of nourishment effort and 

erosion rate conveniently captures model behavior that would otherwise be difficult to convey 

due to the high dimensionality of the system. Nourishment effort is the cumulative volume of 

sand used at a cell for nourishment divided by the time passed since the beginning of the model 

run. A phase space density plot is obtained by summing the number of cells occupying a given 

region of the partial phase space at any time.  Model experiments corresponding to no variation 

in erosion forcing ( ) and a 10-year erosion averaging timescale yield five frequently 

occupied regions of the phase space (Figure 7a). This grouping of regions is indicative of the 

geometry of the attractor governing the behavior of the coupled system. Area i of Figure 7a, 

where nourishment effort and erosion rate are highest, corresponds to cells with negative total 

present value. Negative values are possible not just in our modeling but in reality because a large 

share of the cost of nourishment (often two thirds) is subsidized by the U.S. federal government. 

These cells become locked into frequent nourishment and high sand costs.  For these cells, 

spatially myopic nourishment benefits neighboring cells while it devastates the local property 

value. For this reason we refer to them as "suckers". If a cell is not a sucker, then it occupies any 

of the other regions either exclusively or for some part of its trajectory in the partial phase space. 

The counterpart to the sucker cell is the "free rider" cell  which is characterized by low 

nourishment frequency, a low erosion rate, and therefore low nourishment effort. Free riders are 

so named because they rely on the efforts of other cells to contribute benefits to them for free. 

Free rider cells begin in the vicinity of area ii and move to area iii if they nourish. If a free rider 

nourishes, it will never return to ii and instead move between areas iii and iv. Not every cell is a 
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free rider for an entire simulation. There are a small number of cells that transition from free 

rider to sucker behavior. Area v is an unstable region occupied by cells that could transition to 

being a sucker. For example, a cell could begin near ii, pass through iii and iv en route to v. At 

area v, a cell may move back to iv or the erosion feedbacks may force it to i. Keeping all 

variables in the previous example the same while increasing the standard deviation erosion 

forcing to 

! 

2 "#C  changes the dynamics of the system (Figure 7b). There is now only one 

distinguishable region, area i. The partial phase space is contracted horizontally and vertically so 

that cells can no longer be described as sucker or free rider. The large random changes to the 

shoreline (from increased 

! 

"C ) cause cells to forecast more variable erosion rates with the 

additional consequence of preventing erosion signals due to nourishment from appearing in the 

erosion rate forecasts. The less a nourishment alters neighboring (or a cell’s own) erosion 

projection, the less the erosion feedback is able to take hold. The increased randomness in 

projected erosion rates leads cells to collectively obscure any vertical distinctions in the phase 

space density, while the lack of long term suckers and free riders leads to the horizontal focusing.   

 

 We explored the erosion averaging timescale (τ)for values of 10 and 30 years. In Figure 

5, increasing τ  reduces the alongshore variability in total present value 

! 

(v). When τ is large, a 

cell is less likely to be influenced by recent trends in beach width. This effect occurs because it 

takes a longer trend in shoreline change to alter the forecasted erosion rate. Similarly, cells with 

shorter τ are more influenced by short trends and stochastic variations and are more susceptible 

to changing the forecasted erosion rate if a neighboring cell nourishes or vice versa. The partial 

phase space density representation for the longer τ  (30 years) and zero standard deviation in 

erosion forcing (Figure 7c) shows a similar structure to the results with a shorter τ (Figure 7a).  
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Figure 7. Partial phase space densities (PPSD) obtained from time series of shoreline change 
data collected 5 times per year. The total number of instances that a given grid cell in the partial 
phase space was occupied by any shoreline cell in the model domain is indicated by color. Axes 
for PPSD are nourishment effort and erosion rate. Simulations take place on straight coast, with 
zero degree incident waves and 1.5 m/yr of mean erosion. (A) Erosion averaging timescale (τ) 
set to 10 years and the standard deviation in erosion forcing 

! 

("c ) is zero. (B) Erosion averaging 
timescale (τ) set to 10 years with standard deviation in erosion forcing 

! 

(2 "#c ). (C) Erosion 
averaging timescale (τ) set to 30 years with standard deviation in erosion forcing 

! 

("c ) is zero. 
(D) Erosion averaging timescale (τ) set to 30 years with standard deviation in erosion forcing 

! 

("c ) is zero. 

! 

(2 "#c ). 
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While there are distinct areas in Figure 7c (i,ii,iii), their closeness means that free rider and 

sucker behavior do not occur with the same magnitude as in Figure 7a. Distinct regions are 

observable because adjacent nourishments still show up in a cell’s erosion calculation, but the 

30-year erosion averaging timescale means a signal due to neighboring beaches makes less of a 

contribution to the erosion forecast, leading to smaller, but still distinct, moves in the phase 

space. As in simulations employing  10-year τ (Figures 7a and 7b), increasing the standard 

deviation of erosion forcing from 

! 

0 "#C  to 

! 

2 "#C  causes the coupled system to a occupy a 

single region (i) in the partial phase space (Figure 7d).  

 

 We also explored whether a spatially forced pattern of erosion can appear in the 

alongshore distribution of total present value. Along a straight coastline, we impart a spatial 

erosion signal that consists of 100km stretches of coast eroding at a rate of 1.5 m/yr that are 

interrupted by 20km stretches eroding at 3 m/yr. The standard deviation in erosion forcing is set 

to zero. From visual inspection of the total present value 

! 

(v) we find that the spatial pattern is 

less easily recognized when τ=10 and more pronounced when τ=30 (Figure 8a and 8b). When τ 

is large (Figure 8b), cells within the increased erosion region are better able to lock into the long 

term trend of erosion compared to the simulation with smaller τ (Figure 8a). As in previous 

results, increasing τ leads to decreased alongshore variability in the total present value. 

 

 We also compare the effect of a common reservoir on the total present value
 

! 

(v) for 

coastlines with and without a spatial pattern of erosion. Reservoir commons reduce alongshore 

variability in  for a straight coastline (Figure 9a) and enhance the signal shredding effect of the 

spatially forced erosion signal (Figure 9b). Any alongshore variation of sand cost is eliminated  
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Figure 8. Total present value 

! 

(v) in straight coast simulations with a spatially forced pattern of 
erosion and (A) 10 year erosion averaging timescale (τ) and (B) 30 year erosion averaging 
timescale.  
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because each cell is tied to the same reservoir. Therefore, the sand cost feedback is inhibited in 

common reservoir simulations. Individual cells still become caught in the erosion feedback, but 

with a sand cost that increases more slowly. With each individual withdrawal from the reservoir, 

a runaway nourishing cell will not have nourishment costs as high as those in individual 

reservoir simulations, thereby reducing the negative troughs in . Comparing the spatially forced 

erosion signal with a reservoir commons (Figure 9a) to the initial straight coast simulations 

(Figure 4a), we note the emergence of areas of highly reduced alongshore variability in  (Figure 

9a). This is due to the absence of the sand cost feedback such that reservoir commons have the 

ability to shred spatially forced patterns of erosion. When we force a straight coastline full of 

cells connected through reservoir commons with a spatial pattern of erosion, the spatial erosion 

pattern is no longer easily distinguished in property value. This enhanced signal shredding effect 

occurs for two reasons. The cost of sand and therefore the cost of nourishments no longer 

strongly reflect which cells nourish more frequently since the sand cost is uniform. Also, 

inhibiting the sand cost feedback leads to regions of highly reduced alongshore variability as 

observed in Figure 9a. 

 

 A final set of model simulations was performed to explore the role of emergent cuspate 

features in human coastline interactions. In the first of the simulations we change the shoreline 

position of a straight coast each day by adding a normally distributed random shock to shoreline 

position. We draw these shocks from a normal distribution with a mean corresponding to a 

natural cuspate coastline’s average shoreline change (Figure 10b) and a standard deviation of 

shoreline change with 1.5 m/yr of shoreline retreat. The incident wave angle is set to zero along 

the straight coast. The resulting total present value 

! 

(v) reflects the mean erosion rate (Figure 10c,  
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Figure 9. Total present value 

! 

(v) for simulations along a straight coast where groups of 100 
cells nourish drawing from common reservoirs. (A) Simulation with 10 year erosion averaging 
timescale (τ), zero standard deviation in erosion forcing. (B) Simulation with 10 year erosion 
averaging timescale (τ), zero standard deviation in erosion and spatially forced pattern of 
erosion. 20km regions between black dashed lines have double the mean erosion rate (3m/yr).  
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Figure 10. (A) Model domain from cuspate coastline simulations. (B) Mean erosion rate derived 
from 20 years of shoreline change in a cuspate coastline. (C) The total present value 

! 

(v) along a 
straight coast (blue) forced by the mean erosion rate in (B) and alongshore standard deviation in 
shoreline erosion (not shown), and the total present value 

! 

(v) along the cuspate coast (red).  
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blue line) where higher erosion rates correspond to more negative , and regions with less 

erosion correspond to higher . The resulting variability in  is of the same magnitude as in 

straight coast model simulations with standard deviation in erosion forcing set to 

! 

"C  both with 

and without spatially forced patterns of erosion. 

 

 The second model simulation takes the cuspate coastline forced by the wave climate 

obtained from WIS 509 and 1.5 m/yr of shoreline retreat. The resulting distribution in total 

present value (Figure 10c, red line) along a cuspate coastline is substantially different from the 

straight coastline (Figure 10c, blue line). It is characterized by large negative value dips at cape 

tips that are one to two orders of magnitude larger than value dips on a straight coastline and  in 

cusp bays. 

 

 Along a cuspate coastline without human intervention, there are characteristic patterns of 

erosion and accretion over long time scales due to gradients in sediment transport that reinforce 

the emergent cuspate morphology (Figure 10b). On short time scales, local stretches of coastline 

can temporarily be in disequilibrium with the long-term wave climate as a result of wave angle 

small sample properties or effects from wave shadowing due to the large cuspate features. If left 

unmanaged, these shoreline states quickly return to equilibrium. 

 

 Figure 11a shows the shoreline position through time of three adjacent cells within the 

red box of Figure 10a. Solid lines correspond to the cuspate coast simulation and dashed lines 

correspond to simulations without nourishment intervention. The green lines (solid and dashed) 

correspond to the cells where we find large negative total present value (-2390 $/m indicated by 
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Figure 11. First 60 years of shoreline dynamics for three cells from the cuspate coastline 
simulation. These three cells correspond to the red box from Figure 10a. Blue, green, and red are 
position from left to right in this box. (A) The alongshore position of the three adjacent beach 
cells in a simulation with nourishment (solid) and without nourishment (dashed). (B) The erosion 
rate of the three cells calculated for the simulation without nourishment and (C) with 
nourishment.  
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a green dot in Figure 10c). The red line is the cell to the right (downdrift) and the blue line is the 

cell to the left (updrift). The total present values of the updrift and downdrift cells are 515($/m) 

and 530($/m) respectively. In the simulation without nourishment, gradients in sediment 

transport force the unstable convex seaward configuration of cells to be concave seaward. Figure 

11b reflects this adjustment where the green cell experiences a temporarily higher rate of erosion 

until the equilibrium coastal configuration is reached at which point all cells experience the same 

erosion rate oscillating about the rate of sea level rise. Human intervention prevents the shoreline 

from returning to equilibrium. In Figure 11a (solid lines), the green cell experiences the higher 

erosion rate associated with the shoreline returning to equilibrium and nourishes. The 

nourishment of the cell returns the local configuration back to the disequilibrium configuration. 

This response increases the forecasted erosion rate of the green cell, causing it to nourish sooner 

while driving up the cost of sand. In this example, natural cuspate coastline dynamics enhance 

the prevalence of suckers and free riders observed on straight coastlines.  

 

 The total present value 

! 

(v) of cells near the cape tip reflect dynamics associated with 

physical location. Where erosion is highest,  is low. To the right of cape tips where the erosion 

rate is low,   is high. The large negative values at cape tips do not appear in the simulation 

where a straight coast is forced with the cuspate erosion pattern. This relatively modest effect on 

values occurs because along a straight coast when a cell is eroded, sand is transported in from 

both sides by adjacent cells due to diffusive processes. Along a cuspate coastline, cape tip cells 

do not benefit by such transport from neighbors.  
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DISCUSSION 

 A limitation of the physical model is that it abstracts from the behavior of individual 

storms and other short time scale processes and collapses these processes into the standard 

deviation in erosion forcing 

! 

("C ). A key economic model limitation is that it abstracts from 

regional market forces that influence property values independently of the physical system; to 

develop insights about the coupled model we focus only on value changes associated with beach 

width. Broader market forces undoubtedly contribute to what communities decide are locally 

optimal nourishment strategies. As no well accepted model of such market forces exists we 

chose to test both long and short-term sensitivity to past shoreline change (τ), however it is well 

established that communities inform future nourishment based on location specific histories of 

shoreline change [Psuty et al.,  2002]. An additional limitation in the economic analysis is that 

the model does not consider the possibility of not nourishing.  

 

 These model experiments are not quantitative predictions of specific coastal locations and 

are instead simulations exploring the general features of long-time-scale emergent patterns of 

human-coastline behavior. The coastline model contains a representation of the dynamics that 

drive large-scale coastline change. Previous work has shown large scale shoreline change along 

sandy wave dominated coasts is strongly related to the local wave climate, wave shadowing, and 

alongshore sediment transport. The coastline model leads to realistic coasts that have been shown 

to match coastlines observed in nature [Ashton et al., 2006a; Ashton et al., 2006b]. Likewise, the 

economic framework for beach nourishment decisions [Smith et al., 2009] matches data collected 

along the North Carolina coast [Gopalakrishnan et al., 2011].  
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 The term, free rider, is used in economics and social sciences to describe the purposeful 

inaction of an individual or institution that leads to that individual or institution receiving 

benefits derived from the actions of another. In the social sciences, the individual who exerts 

more effort due to the existence of the free rider is fittingly named the "sucker" [Kerr, 1983].  

The "sucker effect" empirically found in Kerr, 1983 refers to individuals in small groups who 

lose motivation because they do not want to be suckers; they may otherwise be willing to 

contribute to the group, but they see free riders and react by free riding themselves. In essence, 

the sucker effect is a negative feedback. In our case, there is no "sucker effect" because sucker 

cells react to free riding cells by becoming even bigger suckers (a positive feedback). Along 

sandy coastlines, the combination of erosion feedbacks and the sand cost feedback can lead to an 

alternating pattern of suckers and free riders that persists. The peaks in the total present value of 

Figure 4a correspond to free riders and the troughs correspond to suckers. As rates of shoreline 

retreat increase, this process leads to greater alongshore variability in the total present value.  

 

 The positive feedback that creates suckers and free riders has two economic 

preconditions: spatial myopia and the presence of mixed private/ public benefits. Without spatial 

myopia, prospective sucker cells would realize how their actions would influence actions of their 

neighbors and, in turn, feed back on themselves. We expect a spatially extended view to sever 

the positive feedback that generates patterns of suckers and free riders. The mixing of private and 

public benefits is even more subtle. Many studies of collective action focus on individual 

contributions that benefit the group as a whole, but nourishment benefits individual cells and the 

group of cells separately (nourishment is an impure public good in the language of economics). 

Even if a cell’s nourishment actions contribute large benefits to its neighbors through sand 
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losses, the cell may still find it locally optimal to nourish because its retains enough sand to 

justify the cost based on private benefits alone. In that sense, sucker cells are still behaving in 

their own best interests but are not as well off as they would be if they were able to coordinate 

with the free riders.   

 

 The extent of the feedback depends on other key parameters. Increased variation in 

erosion forcing reduces the extent to which neighboring nourishments affect a cell's erosion 

calculation,  therefore inhibiting the feedback that gives rise to the alternating pattern of suckers 

and free riders. The prevalence of suckers is also reduced when management decisions are made 

with a longer view of past shoreline change,  since projected erosion rates become less sensitive 

to neighboring nourishments. The longer view of past shoreline change also has the effect of 

shredding spatial patterns of erosion, an effect that becomes more pronounced when stretches of 

coastline cells are tied together through a common sand reservoir. Recent research in 

geomorphology shows that sediment transport can shred environmental signals [Jerolmack and 

Paolo, 2010]. In our case, coupling geomorphology to human behavior can also shred signals. 

Model simulations along a cuspate coastline predict the occurrence of suckers and free riders in 

cusp bays while cells located just to the left and right of cape tips are controlled by physical 

location. In cuspate bays, the feedbacks due to human coastline coupling interact with transient 

undulations in shoreline position leading to the presence of more suckers, which can be as costly 

as cells located at the heavily eroding cape tip locations.  

 

 Regions along the U.S. East coast where communities are in close proximity to each 

other and are not unified in their nourishment efforts are most susceptible to a future dominated 
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by suckers and free riders.  It is possible we are already beginning to see early signs of this 

pattern in data from The Program for the Study of Developed Shorelines (PFSDS). Along the 

New Jersey coast, Avalon is a borough situated between the city of Sea Isle and another borough, 

Stone Harbor. Since 1987, Avalon has nourished their beaches six times while Sea Isle nourished 

once in 1987 and Stone Harbor nourished once in 2003. At another area in New Jersey, the 

township of Long Beach has engaged in nourishment 15 times since 1956, while the flanking 

communities of Surf City and Beach Haven together have nourished 7 times with their most 

recent nourishment in 1963.  Along the southern North Carolina coast, nourishment data also 

indicates potential early signs of suckers and free riders. Above the South-North Carolina border 

there are four adjacent towns: Sunset Beach, Ocean Isle Beach, Holden Beach, and Oak Island. 

Nourishment data (PFSDS) shows that since 1971, Ocean Isle beach has nourished 9 times and 

Holden Beach has nourished 12 times. The flanking town of Sunset beach has never nourished 

and Oak Island has nourished once.   Although these instances only reflect differences in 

nourishment behavior, our model simulations suggest subsequent corresponding deviations in 

property value if such practices persist. 

 

 As sand resources decline, the cost of sand will continue to rise and coastal property may 

become more prone to a prevalence of sucker and free rider communities. As this happens, the 

value of coastal property in sucker locations could  eventually destabilize real estate markets and 

lead to future abandonment. The looming threat of reduced federal subsidies for beach 

nourishment could accelerate this process. In this scenario, who wins and loses is ultimately 

unrelated to physical environmental forcing along straight coastlines. Along cuspate coastlines, 

the same is true and potentially magnified along cuspate bays. However, at cape tips, winners 
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and losers are strongly tied to location and physical forcing. Given these results, future 

management may find it beneficial to assess regional wave climates, if nourishments are subject 

to low angle waves, the best strategy may be to coordinate beach nourishment aiming to 

minimize losses occurring from gradients in shoreline position. Along coastal stretches subject to 

high angle waves, such as cape tips along the North Carolina coast, it may be more beneficial to 

enact policies that reflect the local environmental response to wave climates. 

   

 Our results have implications for the recent politically controversial discussions of sea 

level rise in North Carolina. The proposed House Bill 819 (HB819) mandates decentralized and 

linear forecasting of the rate of sea-level rise. Translating to erosion rates, our results suggest that 

localized linear forecasting to guide management interventions can lead to a coastal pattern of 

suckers and free riders. While HB 819 does suggest that planning for sea-level rise needs to be 

tied to local conditions, using local environmental responses to wave climates to guide policy 

would essentially be outlawed. HB819 also limits the timescale for sea level rise forecasts. 

Proponents of the bill perhaps intend to protect coastal property values. However, our model 

predicts that reliance on short timescale averaging of erosion rates injects more volatility into 

coastal real estate values than reliance on long timescale averaging. This result should be 

interpreted with caution and only qualitatively given that HB819 only limits the timescale to 

measurements since 1900 (a still longer timescale than the short and long scales we compare).   
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ABSTRACT 

 While most United States beaches are presently experiencing some level of shoreline 

retreat, predictions of increased sea level rise suggests most coastlines will be prone to future 

increases in their rate of erosion. The cross-shore width of a beach is a fundamental attribute of 

coastal property leading coastal communities to favor beach nourishment as a means of 

combating shoreline retreat. Previous work (Chapter 2) has found that communities attempting to 

nourish their beaches in an economically optimal and decentralized way can drive emergent 

inequities in the long run value of coastal property along sandy coastlines. This work explores 

the benefits of different management strategies that incorporate alongshore spatial dynamics by 

casting the problem of beach nourishment as an optimal control problem and assesses the 

effectiveness of coordinated and decentralized beach nourishment strategies under a range of 

economic and physical forcing scenarios.  Results suggest that coordinating beach nourishment 

results in greater total benefits than does decentralized management, the approach representative 

of current nourishment practices along the U. S. East Coast.  Furthermore, the gains from 

coordination increase as the rate of alongshore sediment transport and sea level rise increases. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 Coastal economies are colossal. The total value of all insured coastal property from Texas 

to Maine was estimated to be nearly 9 Trillion dollars in 2007 [AIR, 2008]. In 2008 the Bureau of 

Economic Analysis valued the real estate industry in North Carolina alone at $34.1 billion [BEA, 

2005]. The recent 2007 Atlantic Hurricane season spawned hurricane Isabel causing 

approximately $200 million in damage to insured property in North Carolina [CIER, 2008]. 

Furthermore, between 1995 and 2002, the United States Federal government spent $787 million 

on beach nourishment alone [NOAA, 2008]. It is vital to coastal homeowners to invest money in 

preventing shoreline erosion in light of a recent study that found a one foot decrease in beach 

width can cause the value of coastal property to decrease up to $8000 [Gopalakrishnan, In Prep].  

 

 There are many ways to nourish a beach. One method is to dump sand at will, provided 

you can privately pay for it. This method is risky because private nourishment is done with cost 

minimization as a priority which has led to oversights and blunders in the past [Pilkey, 2009]. 

Another method involves calculating site-specific sediment budgets. Once the budget is known, 

an amount of sand can be added to the beach corresponding to how long the beach is desired to 

last. There are many problems with this method, for example in Chapter 2 we saw that spatial 

interactions matter and that extrapolating past rates of shoreline change into the future can cause 

coastal markets to fail. Most often, costs and benefits are analyzed [Pilkey, 2009]. In the U.S, to 

obtain a federal subsidy on a nourishment project, a cost-benefit analysis must be carried out. 

 

 Some coastal communities consider the longevity and long run benefits of nourishment 

relatively far into the future. The United States Army Corp of Engineers shore protection 
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program (SPP) bases nourishment decisions on cost benefit analysis projecting 50 years into the 

future (under a stationarity assumption for shoreline change) [Hillyer et al., 1997].   

 

 Beach communities derive benefit from a wide beach and have incentive to periodically 

nourish at some cost. Previous work modeling nourishment of a single coastal community 

considers the length of time between nourishment events as the key variable to maximizing the 

discounted net benefits of current and future nourishments, provided the shoreline behaves the 

same in the future as it has in the past. This work does not take into account the spatial 

interactions that can arise between nourishing communities. Chapter 2 demonstrated how 

inequities can arise on two different types of coastlines. However, the work by Smith et al, 2009 

is also suggestive of a spatially explicit optimal control problem that can be solved where 

nourishment is a function of economic parameters, physical parameters, and neighboring 

communities.  

 

 In order to consider spatial interactions, this work solves an optimal control problem in a 

spatially extended domain for two beach management strategies. The strategies differ in the 

alongshore extent that welfare maximization is considered. The coordinated strategy is one 

where nourishment levels between communities are chosen so as to maximize the net benefits of 

all communities. Each community considers the physical dynamics of the neighboring 

communities and adjusts the beach width with the whole in mind. Contrary to coordinated 

management, communities employing the decentralized strategy consider their neighbors 

shoreline dynamics but choose nourishment levels that maximize only their net benefits.  
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Physical System 

 The plan view shoreline is divided into three adjacent cells that are 10km each in the 

alongshore direction. The bottom of each cell is located at position zero from which the cross-

shore location of the shoreline in each community is measured. Our model parameterizes the 

effect of coastal processes on the shoreline position as  

 

! 

"xi(t,xi,x j ,xk )
"t

= #$ i #% ixi + ui +D(x j # 2xi + xk )  

! 

[i, j,k] = [1,2,3],[2,3,1],[3,1,2]         (1)
   

where 

! 

x(t)  is the beach position at time t. We assume a rising sea level causes the shoreline to 

retreat linearly at rate 

! 

" . After a beach has been nourished, the new cross shore profile is out of 

equilibrium with the environment and takes time to relax back into the equilibrium profile. This 

adjustment back to equilibrium results in an initially increased rate of erosion that decreases 

exponentially with time since the nourishment. The time scale of relaxation is controlled by 

! 

" . 

The variable 

! 

u(t) is the control variable and represents the accretion of beach width through 

nourishment. Adjacent beaches are coupled to one another through alongshore sediment 

transport. Breaking wave angle controls the magnitude and direction of the transported sediment. 

The model assumes breaking wave angles of less than   

! 

12!  confining sediment transport to the 

diffusive regime. Physically, this means that if some stretch of shoreline is extended beyond the 

adjacent stretches in the cross shore direction, the extended beach will erode while adjacent areas 

accrete and that the rate at which sediment is lost depends on the magnitude of the gradient in 

cross shore position: the further a beach sticks out, the higher the rate of erosion.  In our three-

community model this is captured by the last term in equation [1] where 

! 

D is the diffusivity. To 

summarize, we have set up the physical system such that four principal dynamics cause change 

in the shoreline position: linear shoreline retreat, exponential relaxation, nourishment, and 

diffusion. 
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Economic Model 

 Following a hedonic analysis of the value of beach capitalized into coastal property value 

[Gopalakrishnan et al, 2011], we write the benefits function for nourishment at a single cell 

location as 

                  

! 

B(t) = "#[x(t)$ ] %&[x(t)]2                   (2) 

where 

! 

"  is the discount rate and 

! 

" is the marginal value of beach width. The base property 

value, 

! 

" , represents all attributes that contribute to the value of a property such as quality of the 

neighborhood, age of property, or the number of bathrooms. The second term causes a 

decreasing return on beach widths that are greater than some value. In this form, the benefits 

function separates the influence that beach width has on property value from other structural or 

environmental characteristics and states that as the beach width increases, so does the property 

value but at a decreasing rate beyond some width. The cost of nourishment is 

     

! 

C(t) = c[u(t)]2                        (3) 

where 

! 

c  is the cost of sand, and 

! 

u(t) is the amount of sand added. We assume that the sand 

resources are unlimited and the unit cost of sand is fixed. Knowing the benefits and costs of 

nourishment we can write the sum of the stream of future discounted net benefits as 

    

! 

NB = e"#t
0

$

% [B(t) "C(t)]dt
            

 (4) 

Equation [4] represents the long run value of coastal property.  
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METHODS 

 The objective of a beach manager is to choose a nourishment path 

! 

u(t)  such that 

Equation [4] is maximized. Optimal control theory provides a framework for problems of this 

type. The application of this method will allow us to compare between the two management 

strategies, coordinated and decentralized. The coastal system we have set up is a non-zero sum 

game because the optimal strategy for individually nourishing communities may lead to 

suboptimal payoffs for the coastline as a whole. We are interested in finding the long run 

benefits of each community and the entire coastline as a whole and how these quantities differ 

between management strategies. Following the procedure of optimal control theory, for each 

management style we write a corresponding current value Hamiltonian equation. Pontryagin's 

maximization principle gives us the necessary conditions for maximization and yields a set of 

differential equations that evolve each community's shoreline in the most optimal way. We then 

numerically  solve the set of coupled differential equations.   

 

Coordinated Management 

 In the coordinated management approach, each town chooses a nourishment path such 

that the net benefits are maximized for all three towns. The current value hamiltonian for town i 

is 

                      

! 

Hi(t, x,"(t),u(t))
= [#$ ixi

% & cui
2] + [#$ j x j

% & cu j
2] + [#$k xk

% & cuk
2] + "i ˙ x i + " j ˙ x j + "k ˙ x k                  (5)

 

In Equation [5], the net benefits (inside square brackets) for towns j and k are also included as 

part of town i's current value Hamiltonian. The conditions for maximization are  

      

! 

"Hi

"#i

= ˙ x i              (6)  
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! 

"Hi

"ui
= 0             (7)  

     

! 

˙ " i = #"i $
%Hi

%xi
= 0             (8)

 

Taking equation [7] and inserting into the state equations (Equation [1]) yields  

             

! 

u* =
"i
2c

                (9) 

              

! 

˙ x i = "# i "$ ixi +
%i

2c
+ D(x j " 2xi + xk )              (10) 

We solve for the steady state beach width by applying the following steady state conditions: 

                          

! 

˙ x = 0                       (11) 

               

! 

˙ " = 0                        (12) 

               

! 

˙ u = 0.                       (13) 

Carrying out equations [11] and [12] yields  

                

! 

"i = 2c(# i +$ ixi + %D[x j % 2xi + xk ])                       (14)  

         

! 

˙ " i = (# +$ i + 2D)"i % [#& i'xi
' %1 +D(" j + "k )] = 0          (15)  

This allows us to solve for the co-state variables  

           

! 

"i =
#$ i%xi

% &1 +D(" j + "k )
# +' i + 2D

" j =
#$ j%x j

% &1 +D("k + "i)
# +' j + 2D

"k =
#$k%xk

% &1 +D("i + " j )
# +' k + 2D

                     (16) 

              

! 

"i = 2c[# i +$ ixi %D(x j % 2xi + xk )]                       (17) 

The co-state variables are interpreted as the marginal value of extending the beach width 

! 

xi 

another unit. After decoupling the set of co-state variable equations (Equation 16) we combine 
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equations [14] and [15] and insert equation [16]. From this we obtain a set of nonlinear coupled 

equations for the state variables 

! 

xi which are too lengthy to be included and refer the reader to 

the Appendix B. We solve for the steady state beach widths. After obtaining the steady state 

beach width 

! 

xi
* , we numerically solve for the optimal path to the steady state beach.  

 

Decentralized Management 

 Decentralized management differs from the coordinated management strategy in that 

each community seeks to maximizes their net benefits while not those of adjacent communities. 

However, knowledge of a neighboring communities beach dynamics is taken into consideration. 

The current value hamiltonian for each community i is  

 

€ 

Hi(t, xi(t),x j (t), xk (t),λi
i (t),λ j

i (t),λk
i (t),ui(t)) = [δα ixi

β − cui
2] + λi

i ˙ x i + λ j
i ˙ x j + λk

i ˙ x k .      (18) 

In this formulation, the net benefits for towns j and k are not included in the Hamiltonian for 

town i. Equations [6] and [7] keep the same form while equation [8] can now be written as  

         

€ 

˙ λ i
i = δλi

i −
∂Hi

∂xi
= 0.

                             
(19)  

Equation [7] applied to equation [18] yields 
 

               

! 

ui
*(t,xi) =

"i
i

2c
.
              

       

(20)    

Equation [19] yields  

           

! 

˙ " i
i = (# +$ i + 2D)"i

i % [#& i'xi
' %1 +D(" j

i + "k
i )] = 0

˙ " j
i = (# +$ j + 2D)" j

i %D("i
i + "k

i ) = 0
˙ " k
i = (# +$ k + 2D)"k

i %D("i
i + " j

i ) = 0     

(21)

  

and is rearranged to give  
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! 

"i
i =

#$ i%xi
% &1 +D(" j

i + "k
i )

# +' i + 2D

" j
i =

D("i
i + "k

i )
# +' j + 2D

"k
i =

D("i
i + " j

i )
# +' k + 2D         

 (22)

 

Inserting equation [20] into the state equation and solving for 

! 

"i
i

 
    

! 

"i
i = 2c[# i +$ ixi %D(x j % 2xi + xk )].            

        

(23) 

Decoupling the set of equations [22] for 

! 

"i
i , 

! 

" j
i , and 

! 

"k
i  is too lengthy to be included. We 

combine these results with equation [21] and solve for the steady state beach widths similar to 

the coordinated management solution.  Once the steady state beach widths are obtained we 

numerically solve the set of coupled differential equations.  

 

RESULTS 

 Model experiments span 100 years and reach a steady state after approximately 50 years. 

In a series of experiments we set γ equal to 0.5 m/yr, D to 0.15, θ to 0.05, c to 1, and use a 

homogeneous alongshore distribution of α equal to 200. We test two initial beach configurations 

under this set of parameters for coordinated and decentralized management. The optimal steady 

state beach width for three communities under decentralized management is 33.65 m. This result 

is unchanged under the two different initial beach configurations (Figures 1a and 2a). When 

management is coordinated, the steady state beach width is 66.26 m for all three in both initial 

beach configurations (Figures 3a and 4a). The total benefits sum the long term benefits of all 

three communities in a given simulation. Coordinating management results in a 7% increase in 

the total benefits compared to decentralization. 
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 Initial town trajectories display transient behavior as the system approaches its steady 

state. In all four model experiments, the gradients in beach width are reduced within the first 8 

years.  Under coordinated management there is a greater inequity between communities as seen 

in the share of instantaneous net benefits in Figures 3c and 4c. In decentralized management 

simulations there is less initial inequity. The reason for this can be seen by comparing the 

decentralized simulation in Figure 1a to the coordinated simulation in Figure 3a. Initially the 

beach widths across both simulations are the same but the nourishment rates are not. Under 

decentralized management there is less nourishment. Since the nourishment rates are lower, the 

instantaneous net benefits are larger for all communities as lower nourishment rates means less 

costs detracted from the benefits. Coordinated  management causes communities to nourish at a 

higher rate subtracting from the benefits that initially accrue resulting in lower instantaneous net 

benefits for the same width of beach. Even though the relative difference in the instantaneous net 

benefits between the initially wide and low communities is the same across both strategies, 

because communities under decentralization are comparing their individual shares of the net 

benefits to a larger total, the share of total benefits appears more equitable. In all four 

simulations, all communities eventually approach an equal share of the instantaneous net 

benefits.  

 

  Nourishment levels are higher under coordination both initially and in the steady state. 

High initial rates of nourishment reflect the fact that under coordination all three communities at 

least double their beach width compared to the optimal decentralized beach width where the 

communities are already in the vicinity of the optimal width as the simulations start. Across all 
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Figure 1.  Decentralized management with homogeneous base property value (α) distribution. 
Initial shoreline configuration of 10-30-10 meters. [A] State variable (Beach Width) [B] Control 
Variable (nourishment rate) and [C] Individual shares of the cumulative discounted net benefits. 
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Figure 2. Decentralized management with homogeneous α dist. Initial shoreline configuration of 
10-20-30 meters. [A] State variable [B] Control Variable and [C] Share of cumulative discounted 
net benefits.  
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Figure 3. Coordinated management with homogeneous α distribution. Initial shoreline 
configuration of 10-30-10 meters. [A]  State variable (beach width) through time. [B] Control 
Variable (Nourishment) through time. [C] Share of cumulative discounted net benefits. 
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Figure 4. Coordinated management with homogeneous αdist. Initial shoreline configuration of 
10-20-30 meters. [A] State variable [B] Control Variable and [C] Share of cumulative discounted 
net benefits.  
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simulations, the wider communities always nourishes less than the lower communities causing 

some sand to be transported to the lower community to close the gradient in beach width. The 

higher steady state nourishment rates under coordination reflect an increase in the magnitude of 

exponential erosion due to the wider optimal beach width that force increased rates of 

nourishment to maintain the beach width.   

 

  We also test the sensitivity of model results to ranges of the physical and economic 

parameters. The diffusion parameter controls how much sand is transferred between 

communities for a given gradient in beach width. In nature, this parameter is a function of wave 

field characteristics such as wave period, wave height, wave angle, and geologic parameters such 

as grain size. As the strength of diffusion (D) increases, the coordinated strategy results in 

greater total benefits. For near zero levels of D, the difference in total benefits less than 1%  

while for the maximum levels of D the difference reaches 10% (Figure 5). With decreased 

diffusion, towns interacts less through sediment transport and calculate similar steady state beach 

widths resulting in near similar total benefits. Total benefits are sensitive to changes in the linear 

shoreline retreat rate γ. Holding all economic and physical parameters constant, for the highest 

rates of shoreline retreat tested, there is a 14% gain in total benefits (Figure 6).  

 

 The next simulations described here employ an alongshore distribution in the base 

property value (α) where two high property value communities flank a lower property value 

community with an initially wider beach. These simulations reveal similar trends for the 

percentage differences between total benefits as a function of diffusion strength (Figure 7) and  
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linear shoreline retreat rate (Figure 8) when compared to simulations with homogeneous α 

distributions (Figure 5 and Figure 6). By placing two higher property value communities, the 

combined long term values of all three communities increases 86% percent under coordination 

and 88% under decentralization (when compared to a homogeneous α distribution).  

 

 Diffusion plays a critical role because it controls the fast time scale dynamics. As the 

model run begins (Figure 1a,2a,3a, and 4a) the widest community always under nourishes 

compared to adjacent communities, even if it means initially trending in the opposite direction of 

the optimal beach width. The co-state variable controls the longer time scale dynamics driving 

communities to steady state beach widths. As gradients in beach width are reduced through 

diffusion, the diffusional term becomes less important and the co-state variable drives the system 

to the steady state beach widths. Even when there is imposed distribution in α, as the possibility 

of losing sand through increased diffusion is increased, communities in both coordinated and 

decentralized management find that it is optimal to attain a steady state configuration where sand 

can not be lost through diffusion.  

 

DISCUSSION 

 The methods here are used to investigate the outcomes of opposing management 

strategies. The mathematical construction has some limitations by design. For one, the results are 

applicable only to one type of wave climate, diffusional (low-angle) wave climates. Model 

predictions should be understood as qualitative predictions resulting from current management 

practices. It is not clear how to incorporate limited nourishment stock effects and we have 

therefore kept the cost of sand, c, constant at 1$/m^3. There is a level of realism lost by  
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Figure 5. The percent increase in total benefits by coordinating management as a function of the 
diffusion strength (D) where all other economic and physical parameters are held constant.  
Initial beach positions are indicated by figure in the top right corner. 
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Figure 6. Percent increase in total benefits by coordinating management as a function of  the 
shoreline retreat rate where all other physical and economic parameters are held constant. Initial 
beach positions are indicated by figure in the top right corner. 
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Figure 7.  The percent increase in total benefits by coordinating management as a function of the 
diffusion strength where there is a distribution in the base property indicated by the figure in the 
top right corner along with the initial beach positions.  
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Figure 8. The percent increase in total benefits by coordinating management as a function of the 
shoreline retreat rate where there is a distribution in the base property indicated by the figure in 
the top right corner along with the initial beach positions. 
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 abstracting the coastal dynamics and shoreline change to a set of relatively simple differential 

equations. This however does not mean to say the analysis is invalid. Optimal control theory has 

a vast history of application and usefulness in resource economics, particularly in fisheries 

research [Clark, 1990]. The theory is useful for exploring whether alternative management 

policies may be economically advantageous in the long run compared to other or current 

practices [Landry, Manuscript].  

 

 The model shows that coordinated beach nourishment can increase the total benefits 

when compared to current decentralized practices. The model predicts that current communities 

will not naturally organize into spatially coordinated management because there is incentive for 

individual communities to act alone as individual total benefits are greater for some communities 

under decentralization.  Forcing coordination between communities in the future will become 

particularly important as sea level rise increases and insure maximum total benefit to be obtained 

from beach nourishment. The model also shows that as the diffusion strength increases, total 

benefits from decentralization decrease.  

 

 Chapter 2 has shown that large inequities emerge under a range of physical forcing 

scenarios. The question then arises of whether inequities can be controlled to some extent. This 

research begins to answer this question while not specifically focusing on the feedbacks that give 

rise to the sucker effect of Chapter 2, but by asking another question: are there potential gains 

from the coordination of beach nourishment? Uncoordinated management is a common practice 

along the U.S. East Coast. Recently Bogue Banks, a stretch of North Carolina barrier island 

comprised of multiple towns entered a 30 year nourishment pact suggesting some level of future 
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coordination between nourishing communities. Our model predicts that this will still be 

insufficient in bringing about greater benefits and without a truly central planner the nourishment 

pact may fail costing the taxpayers more money than would have otherwise been necessary.  

 

  As sea level rises, more sand resources will be used. If technology cannot adapt to 

increasing sand needs, nourishment will become more costly to the point of completely 

unsustainable. Coordination between communities may provide temporary economic relief 

through increased benefits that allows extra time to continue nourishing in the face of increased 

levels of shoreline retreat.  
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APPENDIX A 
 
clear all; close all; clc 
 
load Zack_ERvs_Cost_paramspace_Alpha200.mat 
load Zack_ERvs_Cost_paramspace_Alpha400.mat 
load TownNS_flat_single 
 
rand('seed',1); randn('seed',1) 
 
ErosionPattern    = BPV_200; 
ErosionPattern(1:494)=1; 
ErosionPattern(510:621)=1; 
ErosionPattern(637:end)=1; 
BPV_200           = BPV_200*0 + 1;          % flat BPV distribution 
BPV_400           = BPV_400*0;              % flat BPV distribution 
load_beach        = 0 ;                     % 0 if starting with flat beach, 1 if starting from another config 
TimeStep          = 1 ;                     % days - reflects rate of sediment transport per time step 
NumYears          = 150 ;                   % total time of model run (years) 
OffShoreWvHt      = 1.7 ;                   % offshore wave height (meters) 
Period            = 10 ;                    % offshore wave period (seconds) 
Duration          = 1 ;                     % Number of time steps calculations loop at same wave angle 
StopAfter         = NumYears*365/TimeStep ; % Stop after how many time steps 
view_beach        = 1 ;                     % how often (in years) to refresh domain image? 
Sea_Rise_ON       = 1;                      % add effects of sea level rise, 2 meters/year 
SeaLevelRise      = 1.5;                    % how many [meters] the beach will retreat each year 
check_sealvl_rise = 1; 
 
 
if load_beach 
    load savepercentfullA55U6.mat                         % load in beach, must be called savepercentfull 
    Xmax          = length(savepercentfull(:,1,1));      % number of cells in x (cross-shore) direction 
    Ymax          = length(savepercentfull(1,:,1));      % "       "   "   "  y (alongshore)       " 
    PercentFull   = zeros(Xmax,2*Ymax); 
    PercentFull(:,1:Ymax)        = savepercentfull(:,:,end); 
    PercentFull(:,Ymax+1:2*Ymax) = savepercentfull(:,:,end); 
    Init_PercentFull             = PercentFull; 
    clear savepercentfull 
     
else 
    Ymax      = 600;   % if you're not loading in a specific coastal config, then specify # cells in alongshore direction 
    Xmax      = 50;    % # cells in cross shore direction 
     
end 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%% Initialize Nature %%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
CellWidth     = 1000.0;  % size of cells (meters) 
CritBWidth    = 350.0;   % width barrier maintains due to overwash (m) important scaling param! 
MaxBeachLength= 8*Ymax;  % maximum length of arrays that contain beach data at each time step 
ShelfSlope    = 0.001;   % slope of continental shelf 
ShorefaceSlope= 0.01;    % for now, linear slope of shoreface 
% future : shoreface exponent m^1/3, from depth of ~10m at ~1000 meters 
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DepthShoreface= 10.0;    % minimum depth of shoreface due to wave action (meters) 
InitBeach     = 30;      % cell where intial conditions changes from beach to ocean 
InitialDepth  = 9.0;     % theoretical depth in meters of continental shelf at x = InitBeach 
LandHeight    = 1.0;     % elevation of land above MHW 
InitCType     = 0;       % type of initial conds 0 = sandy, 1 = barrier 
InitBWidth    = 4;       % initial minimum width of barrier (Cells) 
OWType        = 1;       % 0 = use depth array, 1 = use geometric rule 
OWMinDepth    = 0.1;     %  littlest overwash of all 
FindCellError = 5;       % if we run off of array, how far over do we try again? 
SedTansLimit  = 90;      % beyond what absolute slope don't do sed trans (degrees) 
OverwashLimit = 75;      % beyond what angle don't do overwash 
InitialSmooth = 0; 
% Start your engines 
SaveCounter2  = 1; 
SaveCounter   = 2; 
CurrentTimeStep=2; 
 
%INITIAL CONDITIONS 
 
for y = 1:2*Ymax 
     
    for x = 1:Xmax 
         
        CellDepth(x,y) = InitialDepth + ((x-InitBeach) * CellWidth * ShelfSlope); 
         
        if (x < InitBeach) 
             
            if load_beach==0 
                PercentFull(x,y) = 1; 
                AllBeach(x,y) = 'y'; 
            end 
             
            CellDepth(x,y) = - LandHeight; 
             
        elseif (x == InitBeach) 
             
            if (InitialSmooth) 
                 
                if load_beach==0 
                    PercentFull(x,y) = .5; 
                    AllBeach(x,y) = 'n'; 
                end 
                 
            else 
                 
                if load_beach==0 
                    PercentFull(x,y) = rand; 
                    AllBeach(x,y) = 'n'; 
                end 
                 
            end 
             
             
            CellDepth(x,y) = - LandHeight; 
             
        elseif (x > InitBeach) 
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           if load_beach==0 
                PercentFull(x,y) = 0; 
                AllBeach(x,y) = 'n'; 
            end 
             
            if (CellDepth(x,y) < DepthShoreface) 
                 
                CellDepth(x,y) = DepthShoreface; 
            end 
             
        end 
         
    end 
     
end 
 
 
for y=1:2*Ymax 
     
    for x=1:Xmax 
         
        if PercentFull(x,y)==1 
            AllBeach(x,y)='y'; 
        else 
            AllBeach(x,y)='n'; 
        end 
         
    end 
end 
 
global ShorefaceSlope CellWidth LandHeight DepthShoreface CellDepth WaveAngle Period OffShoreWvHt g 
TimeStep VolumeOut VolumeIn Xmax Ymax AllBeach MaxBeachLength X Y NextX NextY FellOffArray 
TotalBeachCells WaveAngle PercentFull InShadow ShorelineAngle UpWind SurroundingAngle 
 
 
%%%PERIODIC BOUNDARY COPY%%% 
% Simulates periodic boundary conditions by copying middle section to front 
% and end of arrays 
 
for y = Ymax+1:3*Ymax/2 
    for x = 1:Xmax 
         
        AllBeach(x,y-Ymax) = AllBeach(x,y); 
        PercentFull(x,y-Ymax) = PercentFull(x,y); 
        CellDepth(x,y-Ymax) = CellDepth(x,y); 
    end 
end 
 
for y = Ymax/2+1:Ymax+1 
    for x = 1:Xmax 
         
        AllBeach(x,y+Ymax) = AllBeach(x,y); 
        PercentFull(x,y+Ymax) = PercentFull(x,y); 
        CellDepth(x,y+Ymax) = CellDepth(x,y); 
    end 
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end 
 
%%%MASS COUNT%%% 
% Counts the total volume occupied by beach cells 
% Uses same algorhythm as AdjustShore 
% returns a float of the total sum 
% Uses AllBeach[][] and PercentFull[][] 
% and InitialDepth, CellWidth, ShelfSlope 
 
Mass = 0; 
 
for x=1:Xmax 
    for y=Ymax/2+1:3 * Ymax /2 
         
        Mass = Mass+PercentFull(x,y); 
    end 
end 
 
MassInitial = Mass; 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%% Initialize Humans %%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
TotalBeachCells=length(PercentFull(1,:))-2; 
if load_beach == 1 
    load Town_Info                                 % each cell contains the 
else 
    Town_Loc=[15:15:2*Ymax]'; 
end 
 
NumTown            = 80;                           % number of towns 
CumSand            = zeros(15*NumTown,6000);       % Keep track of amount of sand used to nourish 
TownBW             = zeros(15*80,6000); 
PercentFull(30,:)  = 0.5; 
 
for ii=1:600 
    PercentFull(30,300+ii)=0*rand(1)*(15/1000)+.48; 
end 
 
% % Flat BPV distribution 
NourishTown       = zeros(15*NumTown,1); 
JustNourished     = zeros(15*NumTown,1); 
TownAvgdER        = zeros(1,15*NumTown); 
SaveSand          = zeros(15*NumTown,1); 
ZI                = zeros(15*NumTown,1); 
Store_ErosionRate = zeros(15*NumTown,6000); 
 
 
Reservoir         = (1.5e6)*ones(15*NumTown,1);% Finite Reservoirs 
CostMax           = 10;                       % maximum cost of sand per volume $/m^3 
CostInit          = 0.5;                      % Initial cost of sand per volume $/m^3 
Lambda            = 7e-6;                     % rate of cost increase per unit volume sand used 
SandCost          = 0.5*ones(15*NumTown,1);   % Current sand cost per town 
NourishSandVolume = zeros(15*NumTown,1);      % Reservoir volume per town 
SaveRotationRates = zeros(15*NumTown,6000);   % Current rotation rate a town project at any instant 
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SaveSandCost      = zeros(15*NumTown,6000);   % Saves past sand cost values 
SaveReservoir     = zeros(15*NumTown,6000);   % Saves past reservoirs volumes 
Sand_index        = ones(15*NumTown,1);       % keeps track of nourishment 
LastNum           = ones(15*80,1);            %             " 
BenIntegral       = zeros(15*80,5200);        % interperiod benefits (undiscounted) 
JustNourished     = zeros(15*80,1);           % keeps track of nourishment 
int_dt            = 18/365;                   % used for calculating benefits integral 
NetB              = zeros(15*80,50);          % Holds Discounted net benefits for each rotation period 
Tsave             = zeros(15*80,20);          % saves nourishment times for discounting 
NumSteps          = 2600; 
Ben_Indx          = 2*ones(15*NumTown,1); 
CumNetB           = zeros(15*NumTown,100);    % Total present value 
NourishTimeSave   = zeros(2000,25);           % saves times of nourishment 
NourishIndex      = ones(2000,25);            % used for above variable 
 
BeachHistory      = 10; % numbers of years to look back to find erosion rate 
%initialize the beach matrix 
BeachMatrix       = zeros(1199,20*BeachHistory); 
NourishHolder     = zeros(1199,20*BeachHistory); 
InitialWidth      = (PercentFull(30,:)-.4)*1000; 
 
for ii=1:20*BeachHistory 
    for jj=300:900 
        BeachMatrix(jj,:)=linspace(InitialWidth(jj),InitialWidth(jj)+BeachHistory*SeaLevelRise,20*BeachHistory); 
    end 
end 
 
BeachMatrix       = fliplr(BeachMatrix);    % used for finding average erosion rates 
sigma             = 0.000154876299503672;   % variance in stochasticity 
sigma_mag         = 0.5;                    % fraction of variance applied 
 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%                                                                                      %%% 
%%%                                    Primary Loop                                      %%% 
%%%                                                                                      %%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
 
while (CurrentTimeStep < StopAfter) 
     
    WaveAngle=0; 
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    %%% PERIODIC BOUNDARY COPY %% 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    for y = Ymax+1:3*Ymax/2 
        for x = 1:Xmax 
             
            AllBeach(x,y-Ymax) = AllBeach(x,y); 
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            PercentFull(x,y-Ymax) = PercentFull(x,y); 
            CellDepth(x,y-Ymax) = CellDepth(x,y); 
        end 
    end 
     
    for y = Ymax/2+1:Ymax+1 
        for x = 1:Xmax 
             
            AllBeach(x,y+Ymax) = AllBeach(x,y); 
            PercentFull(x,y+Ymax) = PercentFull(x,y); 
            CellDepth(x,y+Ymax) = CellDepth(x,y); 
        end 
    end 
     
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    %%% ZERO VARS %%% 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
     
    X=-1*ones(MaxBeachLength,1); 
    Y=-1*ones(MaxBeachLength,1); 
    InShadow=char(63*ones(MaxBeachLength,1)); 
    ShorelineAngle=-999*ones(MaxBeachLength,1); 
    SurroundingAngle=-999*ones(MaxBeachLength,1); 
    UpWind=char(63*ones(MaxBeachLength,1)); 
    VolumeIn=zeros(MaxBeachLength,1); 
    VolumeOut=zeros(MaxBeachLength,1); 
     
   
    % Initialize for Find Beach Cells  (make sure strange beach does not cause trouble 
     
    FellOffArray = 'y'; 
    FindStart = 2; 
     
    %  Look for beach - if you fall off of array, bump over a little and try again 
     
    while (FellOffArray == 'y') 
        FindBeachCells(FindStart); 
        FindStart = FindStart + FindCellError; 
         
    end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 
    %%%                                                       %%%% 
    %%%  Sea Level Rise + stochastic variation (storms etc)   %%%% 
    %%%                                                       %%%% 
    
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 
     
    for ii=1:TotalBeachCells 
         
        if ErosionPattern(ii)==1 
             
            PercentFull(X(ii),Y(ii))=PercentFull(X(ii),Y(ii))-SeaLevelRise*(TimeStep/365)*(1/1000); 
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        else if ErosionPattern(ii)==0 
                 
                PercentFull(X(ii),Y(ii))=PercentFull(X(ii),Y(ii))-2*SeaLevelRise*(TimeStep/365)*(1/1000); 
                 
            end 
             
        end 
         
    end 
     
     stoch=0+sigma_mag*sigma.*randn(600,1); 
     
    for ii=301:900 
        PercentFull(X(ii),Y(ii))=PercentFull(X(ii),Y(ii))+stoch(ii-300); 
         
    end 
     
    % Grab the initialize coastline coordinates for plotting the 
    % the shoreline change, might try and move outside of main loop 
    % for cleanliness 
     
    if CurrentTimeStep==2 
        Init_X=X; 
        Init_Y=Y; 
    end 
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    %%% SHADOW SWEEP %%%% 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
     
    %  Moves along beach and tests to see if cells are in shadow 
    %  This function will use and determine the Global array:  InShadow[] 
    %  This function will use and adjust the variable:   ShadowXMax 
    %  This function will use but not adjust the variable:  TotalBeachCells 
    %  Find maximum extent of beach to use as a limit for shadow searching 
     
    [rr cc]=find(AllBeach=='y'); 
    ShadowXMax = max(rr) + 1; 
     
    % Determine if beach cells are in shadow 
     
    for i=1:TotalBeachCells 
         
        temp = FindIfInShadow(i, ShadowXMax); 
        InShadow(i)=temp; 
         
    end 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    %%%% DETERMINE ANGLES %%%%% 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
     
     
    %  Function to determine beach angles for all beach cells from left to right 
    %  By convention, the ShorelineAngle will apply to current cell and right neighbor 
    %  This function will determine global arrays: 
    %  ShorelineAngle(), UpWind(), SurroundingAngle() 
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    %  This function will use but not affect the following arrays and values: 
    %  X(), Y(), PercentFull(,), AllBeach(,), WaveAngle 
    %  ADA Revised underside, SurroundingAngle 6/03, 2/04 fixed 
    %  ADA Revised angle calc 5/04 
     
     
     
    % Shoreline Angle Calcs - ADA 05/04 - use correct 'point' to do calcs (like in shaddow 
    % Set first point 
    % first angle should be regular one - periodic BC's should also take care 
     
    x2 = X(1) + PercentFull(X(1),Y(1)); 
     
    % this is technically incorrent, and is off by 1 whole km when 
    % calculating, not sure if this causes problems... 
    y2 = Y(1) + .5; 
     
    % Compute ShorelineAngle() 
    %  not equal to TotalBeachCells because angle between cell and rt neighbor 
     
    for i=1:TotalBeachCells-1 
         
        x1 = x2; 
        y1 = y2; 
         
        x2int = X(i+1); 
        y2int = Y(i+1); 
         
         
        if (AllBeach(x2int-1,y2int) == 'y' || ((AllBeach(x2int,y2int-1) == 'y') && (AllBeach(x2int,y2int+1) == 'y')) && 
(AllBeach(x2int+1,y2int) == 'n')) 
            % 'regular condition' - if between 
            % plus 'stuck in the middle' situation (unlikely scenario) 
            x2 = x2int + PercentFull(x2int,y2int); 
            y2 = y2int + 0.5; 
             
             
        elseif ((AllBeach(x2int+1,y2int) == 'y') && (AllBeach(x2int-1,y2int) == 'y')) 
            % in a sideways nook (or is that a cranny?) 
            x2 = x2int + 0.5; 
             
            if (AllBeach(x2int,y2int-1) == 'y') 
                % right-facing nook 
                y2 = y2int + PercentFull(x2int,y2int); 
                 
            else 
                % left-facing nook 
                y2 = y2int + 1.0 - PercentFull(x2int,y2int); 
                 
            end 
             
        elseif (AllBeach(x2int,y2int-1) == 'y') 
            % on right side 
            x2 = x2int + 0.5; 
            y2 = y2int + PercentFull(x2int,y2int); 
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        elseif (AllBeach(x2int,y2int+1) == 'y') 
            % on left side 
            x2 = x2int + 0.5; 
            y2 = y2int + 1.0 - PercentFull(x2int,y2int); 
             
             
        elseif (AllBeach(x2int+1,y2int) == 'y') 
            % gotta be on the bottom now 
            x2 = x2int + 1 - PercentFull(x2int,y2int); 
            y2 = y2int + 0.5; 
             
        end 
         
        xx(i)=x1; 
        yy(i)=y1; 
         
        % compute angles 
        if (y2 > y1) 
             
            ShorelineAngle(i) = atan((x2 - x1) / (y2 - y1)); 
             
        elseif (y2 == y1) 
             
            ShorelineAngle(i) = pi/2.0 * (x1 - x2) / abs(x2 - x1); 
             
        else 
            % y2 < y1 
             
            ShorelineAngle(i) = atan((x2 - x1) / (y2 - y1)) - pi; 
             
            if (ShorelineAngle(i) < - pi) 
                 
                ShorelineAngle(i) =ShorelineAngle(i)+ 2.0 * pi; 
                 
            end 
             
        end 
         
    end 
     
    for k=2:TotalBeachCells 
         
        % compute SurroundingAngle array 
        % 02/04 AA averaging doesn't work on bottom of spits 
        % Use trick that x is less if on bottom of spit - angles might be different signs as well 
         
        if (Y(k-1) - Y(k+1) == 2) && (ShorelineAngle(k-1)*sign(ShorelineAngle(k)) ~= ShorelineAngle(k-1)) 
             
            SurroundingAngle(k) = (ShorelineAngle(k-1) + ShorelineAngle(k)) / 2 + pi; 
            if (SurroundingAngle(k) > pi) 
                 
                SurroundingAngle(k) = SurroundingAngle(k)-2.0 * pi; 
                 
            end 
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        else 
             
            SurroundingAngle(k) = (ShorelineAngle(k-1) + ShorelineAngle(k)) / 2; 
             
        end 
         
    end 
     
     
    % Determine Upwind/downwind condition 
    % Note - Surrounding angle is based upon left and right cell neighbors, 
    % and is centered on cell, not on right boundary 
     
    for j=2:TotalBeachCells 
         
        if ( abs(WaveAngle - SurroundingAngle(j)) >= 42.0*pi/180 ) 
             
            UpWind(j) = 'u'; 
             
        else 
             
            UpWind(j) = 'd'; 
             
        end 
         
    end 
     
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    %%%%%% DETERMINE SED TRANSPORT %%%% 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
     
     
     
    %  Loop function to determine which neigbor/situation to use for sediment transport calcs 
    %  Once situation is determined, will use function SedTrans to determine 
    %  actual transport 
    %  This function will call SedTrans which will determine global arrays: 
    %  VolumeIn[], VolumeOut[] 
    %  This function will use but not affect the following arrays and values: 
    %  X[], Y[], InShadow[], UpWind[], ShorelineAngle[] 
    %    PercentFull[][], AllBeach[][], WaveAngle 
     
     
     
    %int i;             % Loop variable 
    %float ShoreAngleUsed; % Temporary holder for shoreline angle 
    %int CalcCell;  % Cell sediment coming from to go across boundary i 
    %int Next,Last;  % Indicators so test can go both left/right 
    %int Correction; % Term needed for shoreline angle and i+1 case, angle stored at i 
    %char UpWindLocal; % Local holder for upwind/downwind condition 
    %char MaxTrans;  % Do we need to compute using maximum transport ? 
    %int DoFlux;  % Skip sed transport calcs (added 02/04 AA) 
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    for i=2:TotalBeachCells 
         
        MaxTrans = 'n'; 
         
        %  Is littoral transport going left or right? 
         
        if ((WaveAngle-ShorelineAngle(i)) > 0) 
             
            %  Transport going right, center on cell to left side of border 
            %  Next cell in positive direction, no correction term needed 
            CalcCell = i; 
            Next = 1; 
            Last = -1; 
            Correction = 0; 
             
        else 
             
            %  Transport going left, center on cell to right side of border 
            %  Next cell in negative direction, correction term needed 
            CalcCell = i+1; 
            Next = -1; 
            Last = 1; 
            Correction = -1; 
             
        end 
         
         
        if ( InShadow(CalcCell) == 'n') 
             
             
            %  Adjustment for maximum transport when passing through 45 degrees 
            %  This adjustment is only made for moving from downwind to upwind conditions 
             
            %  purposefully done before shadow adjustment, only use maxtran when 
            % transition from dw to up not because of shadow 
            % keeping transition from uw to dw - does not seem to be big deal (04/02 AA) 
             
            if ( ((UpWind(CalcCell) == 'd') && (UpWind(CalcCell+Next) == 'u') && (InShadow(CalcCell + Next) == 
'n')) || ((UpWind(CalcCell+Last) == 'u') && (UpWind(CalcCell) == 'd') && (InShadow(CalcCell+Last) == 'n')) ) 
                 
                MaxTrans = 'y'; 
                 
            end 
             
             
            %  Upwind/Downwind adjustment Make sure sediment is put into shadows 
            %  If Next cell is in shadow, use UpWind condition 
             
            DoFlux = 1; 
            UpWindLocal = UpWind(CalcCell); 
             
            if (InShadow(CalcCell+Next) == 'y') 
                 
                UpWindLocal = 'u'; 
                 
            end 
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            %  If coming out of shadow, downwind should be used 
            %  HOWEVER- 02/04 AA - if high angle, will result in same flux in/out problem 
            %   solution  - no flux for high angle waves 
             
            if ((InShadow(CalcCell+Last) == 'y') &&(UpWindLocal == 'u')) 
                 
                DoFlux = 0; 
                 
            end 
             
             
            %  Use upwind or downwind shoreline angle for calcs 
             
            if (UpWindLocal == 'u') 
                 
                ShoreAngleUsed = ShorelineAngle(CalcCell+Last+Correction); 
                 
                 
            elseif (UpWindLocal == 'd') 
                 
                ShoreAngleUsed = ShorelineAngle(CalcCell+Correction); 
                 
            end 
             
             
            % !!! Do not do transport on unerneath c'cause it gets all messed up 
            if (abs(ShoreAngleUsed) > SedTansLimit*pi/180) 
                 
                DoFlux = 0; 
            end 
             
             
            if (DoFlux) 
                 
                SedTrans(CalcCell, CalcCell+Next, ShoreAngleUsed, MaxTrans); 
            end 
             
             
             
        end 
         
    end 
     
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    %%%%% TRANSPORT SEDIMENT SWEEP %%%%%%%%%%%% 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
     
    %  Sweep through cells to place transported sediment 
    %  Call function AdjustShore() to move sediment. 
    %  If cell full or overempty, call OopsImFull or OopsImEmpty() 
    %  This function doesn't change any values, but the functions it calls do 
    %  Uses but doesn't change:  X(), Y(), PercentFull() 
    %  sweepsign added to ensure that direction of actuating changes does not 
    %   produce unwanted artifacts (e.g. make sure symmetrical 
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    sweepsign = 1; 
     
     
    for i=2:TotalBeachCells 
         
        if (sweepsign == 1) 
            ii = i; 
        else 
            ii = TotalBeachCells-1-i; 
        end 
         
        AdjustShore(ii); 
         
        if (PercentFull(X(ii),Y(ii)) < 0) 
            OopsImEmpty(X(ii),Y(ii)); 
             
        elseif (PercentFull(X(ii),Y(ii))> 1) 
            OopsImFull(X(ii),Y(ii)); 
             
        end 
         
    end 
     
    %%% Get Erosion Rate %% 
    % New erosion rate method, interpolates for current shoreline 
    % position to get around problems when new cells are added to 
     
    % BeachHistory - distance back in time over which erosion rates are 
    % considered 
     
     
    if rem(CurrentTimeStep,18)==0 
     
        xx_new=interp1(yy(71:1170),xx(71:1170),Prop_Loc(3,51:1150))-1; 
        BW=zeros(1199,1); 
        BW(51:1150)=(xx_new(1:1100)-Prop_Loc(1,51:1150))*1000; 
         
        BeachMatrix=circshift(BeachMatrix,[0 -1]); 
        BeachMatrix(:,end)=BW; 
        ErosionMatrix=diff(BeachMatrix,1,2); 
        NourishHolderNegative=-(NourishHolder-1); 
        ErosionMatrix=NourishHolderNegative(:,2:end).*ErosionMatrix; 
        ErosionMatrix=(-(SeaLevelRise*(18/365))*NourishHolder(:,2:end)+ErosionMatrix); 
        NourishHolder=circshift(NourishHolder,[0 -1]); 
        NourishHolder(:,1)=0; 
        TownAvgdER=-mean(ErosionMatrix,2)*(365/18); 
    end 
         
         
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        %%%%%%%% Find Rotation Rate %%%%%%%% 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        findhigherosion=find(TownAvgdER>5); 
        TownAvgdER(findhigherosion)=5; 
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        clear findhigherosion 
        RotationRates=zeros(15*NumTown,1); 
        find_rotation=zeros(15*NumTown,2); 
         
        %find everywhere there is a usable rotation rate, after the first few 
        % time steps this should be everywhere 
        find_rotation(TownAvgdER>.2,:)=1; 
         
        % 1st col of find_rotation is for 200BPV, 2nd col is 400BPV, so turn 
        % off the locations of 200 BPV towns in the col for 400BPV of 
        % find_rotation 
        find_rotation(BPV_200==1,2)=0; 
        find_rotation(BPV_400==1,1)=0; 
         
        % ZI stores rotation rates, done twice because use different param 
        % spaces for 200 vs 400BPV 
        ZI=zeros(15*NumTown,1); 
         
        for mm=1:600 
             
            if find_rotation(300+mm,1)==1 
                ZI(300+mm)=interp2(erosion,cost,TstarM_200,TownAvgdER(300+mm),SandCost(300+mm)); 
                 
            else 
                ZI(300+mm)=interp2(erosion,cost,TstarM_400,TownAvgdER(300+mm),SandCost(300+mm)); 
                 
            end 
             
        end 
         
         
        find_NaN=isnan(ZI); 
        find_NaN=find(find_NaN==1); 
        % combine erosion rates into one vector - RotationRates 
        RotationRates(find_rotation(:,1)==1)=ZI(find_rotation(:,1)==1); 
        RotationRates(find_rotation(:,2)==1)=ZI(find_rotation(:,2)==1); 
         
        Sand_index=Sand_index+1; 
       
         
         
    if CurrentTimeStep>=18 
         
        TimeLapsed=LastNum * TimeStep; 
        TimeLeft=RotationRates*365 - TimeLapsed; 
        LastNum=LastNum+1; 
        NourishTown(find(TimeLeft<0))=1; 
        NourishTown(find_NaN)=0; 
   
    end 
     
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    %%%%%%% Nourishment %%%%%%%% 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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    for ii=1:600 
         
        if NourishTown(300+ii)==1 
            NourishTimeSave(300+ii,NourishIndex(300+ii))=SaveCounter; 
            NourishIndex(300+ii)=NourishIndex(300+ii)+1; 
            NourishHolder(300+ii,end)=1; 
            LastNum(300+ii)=1; 
            JustNourished(300+ii)=1; 
            save_diff=0; 
            PrevBW(300+ii)=BW(300+ii); 
            NourDiff=100-BW(300+ii); 
            PercentFull(30,ii+300)=.5; 
            Tsave(300+ii,Ben_Indx(300+ii))=round(CurrentTimeStep/18); 
            Ben_Indx(300+ii)=Ben_Indx(300+ii)+1; 
            SaveSand(300+ii)=NourDiff; 
            Sand_index(300+ii)=1; 
            Reservoir(300+ii)=Reservoir(300+ii)-SaveSand(300+ii)*10*1000; 
            SandCost(300+ii)=CostInit + (CostMax - Lambda * Reservoir(300+ii)); 
             
        end 
         
    end 
     
     
    % fix SandCost if it's out of the param space limits 
    if find(SandCost>30) 
        find_CostMax=find(SandCost>30); 
        SandCost(find_CostMax)=30; 
    end 
     
    if find(SandCost<.5) 
        find_negcost=find(SandCost<.5); 
        SandCost(find_negcost)=.5; 
         
    end 
     
    % Save variables 
    if rem(CurrentTimeStep,70)==0 
        BW(51:1150)=(xx_new(1:1100)-Prop_Loc(1,51:1150))*1000; 
        for ii=1:600 
            TempTownBW_save(300+ii)=BW(300+ii); 
             
        end 
         
        SaveRotationRates(301:900,SaveCounter)=RotationRates(301:900); 
        SaveSandCost(:,SaveCounter)=SandCost(:); 
        Store_ErosionRate(1:1199,SaveCounter)=TownAvgdER(1:1199); 
        TownBW(301:900,SaveCounter)=TempTownBW_save(301:900); 
        SaveReservoir(:,SaveCounter)=Reservoir(:); 
        SaveCounter=SaveCounter+1; 
         
    end 
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    %%% Zero Vars %%% 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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    SaveSand=zeros(15*NumTown,1); 
    NourishTown=zeros(15*NumTown,1); 
    xx=zeros(1199,1); 
    yy=zeros(1199,1); 
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    %%% FIX BEACH %%% 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
     
    fillcells3 = 0; 
     
    if (rand*2 > 1) 
         
        sweepsign = 1; 
         
    else 
         
        sweepsign = 0; 
         
    end 
     
    FixXMax = ShadowXMax + ceil(DepthShoreface/CellWidth/ShorefaceSlope) +3; 
    if (FixXMax > Xmax) 
        FixXMax = Xmax; 
    end 
     
    for x=FixXMax:-1:2 
        % for x=FixXMax:-1:x>2 
        for i = 1:2*Ymax-1 
            %for i = 1:2*Ymax 
             
            if (sweepsign == 1) 
                y = i; 
            else 
                y = 2*Ymax-i; 
            end 
             
            % ye olde depth fix */ 
            if ((PercentFull(x,y) <= 0) && (CellDepth(x,y) > DepthShoreface) &&(CellDepth(x-1,y) == 
DepthShoreface)) 
                 
                if ((CellDepth(x+1,y) == DepthShoreface) && (CellDepth(x,y-1) == DepthShoreface)&& 
(CellDepth(x,y+1) == DepthShoreface)) 
                     
                    % Fill Hole */ 
                    CellDepth(x,y) = DepthShoreface; 
                     
                     
                end 
            end 
             
            % Take care of situations that shouldn't exist */ 
             
            if (PercentFull(x,y) < 0) 
                 
                AllBeach(x,y) = 'n'; 
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                OopsImEmpty(x,y); 
                 
            end 
             
            if (PercentFull(x,y) > 1) 
                 
                AllBeach(x,y) = 'y'; 
                CellDepth(x,y) = - LandHeight; 
                OopsImFull(x,y); 
                 
            end 
             
            if (((PercentFull(x,y) >=0) && (PercentFull(x,y) <1)) && (AllBeach(x,y) == 'y')) 
                 
                AllBeach(x,y) = 'n'; 
                CellDepth(x,y) = - LandHeight; 
                 
            end 
             
            % Take care of 'loose' bits of sand */ 
             
            fillcells3 = 0; 
             
            if ( (PercentFull(x,y) ~= 0) && (PercentFull(x-1,y) < 1) && (PercentFull(x+1,y) < 1) && 
(PercentFull(x,y+1) < 1) && (PercentFull(x,y-1) < 1) && (AllBeach(x,y) =='n')) 
                % Beach in cell, but bottom, top, right, and left neighbors not all full */ 
                 
                 
                 
                % distribute to partially full neighbors */ 
                 
                if ((PercentFull(x-1,y) < 1) && (PercentFull(x-1,y) > 0)) 
                    fillcells3 = fillcells3+1; 
                end 
                if ((PercentFull(x+1,y) < 1) && (PercentFull(x+1,y) > 0)) 
                    fillcells3 = fillcells3+1; 
                end 
                if ((PercentFull(x,y-1) < 1) && (PercentFull(x,y-1) > 0)) 
                    fillcells3 = fillcells3+1; 
                end 
                if ((PercentFull(x,y+1) < 1) && (PercentFull(x,y+1) > 0)) 
                    fillcells3 = fillcells3+1; 
                end 
                 
                 
                if ((fillcells3 > 0)) 
                     
                     
                    if ((PercentFull(x-1,y) < 1) && (PercentFull(x-1,y) > 0)) 
                         
                        PercentFull(x-1,y) =PercentFull(x-1,y)+ (PercentFull(x,y))/fillcells3; 
                         
                         
                    end 
                    if ((PercentFull(x+1,y) < 1) && (PercentFull(x+1,y) > 0)) 
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                        PercentFull(x+1,y) =PercentFull(x+1,y)+ (PercentFull(x,y))/fillcells3; 
                         
                         
                    end 
                    if ((PercentFull(x,y-1) < 1) && (PercentFull(x,y-1) > 0)) 
                         
                        PercentFull(x,y-1) =PercentFull(x,y-1)+ (PercentFull(x,y))/fillcells3; 
                         
                         
                    end 
                    if ((PercentFull(x,y+1) < 1) && (PercentFull(x,y+1) > 0)) 
                         
                        PercentFull(x,y+1) =PercentFull(x,y+1)+ (PercentFull(x,y))/fillcells3; 
                         
                    end 
                     
                     
                end 
                 
                PercentFull(x,y) = 0; 
                AllBeach(x,y) = 'n'; 
                CellDepth(x,y) = DepthShoreface; 
                 
                 
                % If we have overfilled any of the cells in this loop, need to OopsImFull() */ 
                 
                if (PercentFull(x-1,y) > 1) 
                     
                    OopsImFull(x-1,y); 
                     
                     
                end 
                if (PercentFull(x,y-1) > 1) 
                     
                    OopsImFull(x,y-1); 
                     
                     
                end 
                if (PercentFull(x,y+1) > 1) 
                     
                    OopsImFull(x,y+1); 
                     
                     
                end 
                if (PercentFull(x+1,y+1) > 1) 
                     
                    OopsImFull(x+1,y+1); 
                     
                end 
                 
            end 
             
        end 
         
    end 
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    CurrentTimeStep=CurrentTimeStep+1 
         
end 
 
 
function FindNextCell(x,y,z) 
 
 
 
global ShorefaceSlope CellWidth LandHeight DepthShoreface CellDepth WaveAngle Period OffShoreWvHt g 
TimeStep VolumeOut VolumeIn Xmax Ymax AllBeach MaxBeachLength X Y NextX NextY FellOffArray 
TotalBeachCells WaveAngle PercentFull InShadow ShorelineAngle UpWind SurroundingAngle 
% Function to find next cell that is beach moving in the general positive X direction */ 
% changes global variables NextX and NextY, coordinates for the next beach cell       */ 
% This function will use but not affect the global arrays:  AllBeach (,), X(), and Y() */ 
 
 
 
if ( AllBeach(x-1,y) == 'n') 
    % No beach directly beneath cell */ 
     
    if ( AllBeach(x,y-1) == 'y' && AllBeach(x,y+1) == 'n') 
        % If on right side of protuberance */ 
         
        if ( AllBeach(x-1,y-1) == 'y' ) 
            % Move one inshore */ 
            NextX = x-1; NextY = y; return; 
             
        elseif (AllBeach(x-1,y-1) == 'n' ) % This is where shadow procedure was */ 
            % Back and to the left */ 
            NextX = x-1; NextY = y-1; return; 
             
        end 
         
         
         
    elseif ( AllBeach(x,y-1) == 'n' && AllBeach(x,y+1) == 'y') 
        % If on left side of protuberance */ 
         
        if ( AllBeach(x+1,y+1) == 'n' && AllBeach(x+1,y) == 'n') 
            %  Up and right - move around spit end */ 
             
            NextX = x+1; NextY = y+1; return; 
             
             
        elseif (  AllBeach(x+1,y) == 'y') 
            %  On underside of regular or diagonally thin spit */ 
             
            if ( AllBeach(x+1,y-1) == 'n' && AllBeach(x-1,y-1) == 'n' && X(z-1)>x) 
                % Reaching end of spit - not going in circles */ 
                 
                NextX = x-1; NextY = y; return; 
                 
            elseif (AllBeach(x+1,y-1) == 'n') 
                % This is reaching end of spit */ 
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                NextX = x+1; NextY = y-1; return; 
            end 
            % Moving along back side of spit */ 
             
            NextX = x; NextY = y-1; return; 
             
             
        elseif ( AllBeach(x+1,y+1) == 'y') 
            % we know ( AllBeach(x+1,y) == 'n') */ 
            % Moving straight up */ 
            % NEW - we still don't want to go in */ 
             
            NextX = x+1; NextY = y; return; 
        end 
         
         
         
         
         
        if  (AllBeach(x,y-1) == 'n' && AllBeach(x,y+1) == 'n') 
            % Hanging out - nothing on sides or top - maybe on corner? */ 
             
            if (AllBeach(x-1,y+1) == 'y' && AllBeach(x+1,y) == 'n') 
                % On left corner of protuberence, move right*/ 
                 
                NextX = x; NextY = y+1; return; 
                 
                 
            elseif (AllBeach(x+1,y) == 'y' && AllBeach(x+1,y-1) == 'n') 
                % Under protuberance, move around to left and up  */ 
                 
                NextX = x+1; NextY = y-1; return; 
                 
                 
            elseif (AllBeach(x+1,y) == 'y' && AllBeach(x+1,y-1) == 'y') 
                % Under protuberance, move to left */ 
                 
                NextX = x; NextY = y-1; return; 
                 
            end 
             
        end 
         
    elseif ( AllBeach(x,y-1) == 'y' && AllBeach(x,y+1) == 'y' ) 
        % thin entrance between spits.  Don't even think about going in there */ 
        % (Similar case to over head and underneath - don't go in */ 
        % check to see which way we were coming in - from below or from side */ 
        if (X(z-1) > x) 
            % coming from above */ 
             
            if (AllBeach(x+1,y+1) == 'n') 
                % Move right and up*/ 
                 
                NextX = x+1; NextY = y+1; return; 
                 
            elseif (AllBeach(x+1,y) == 'n') 
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                % Straight up*/ 
                 
                NextX = x+1; NextY = y; return; 
                 
            elseif (AllBeach(x+1,y-1) == 'n') 
                % Up and left*/ 
                % shouldn't need this, this where coming from */ 
                 
                NextX = x+1; NextY = y-1; return; 
            end 
             
        elseif (X(z-1) < x) 
            % coming from below */ 
             
            if (AllBeach(x-1,y-1) == 'n') 
                % move down and left*/ 
                 
                NextX = x-1; NextY = y-1; return; 
                 
            elseif (AllBeach(x-1,y) == 'n') 
                %move straight down*/ 
                 
                NextX = x-1; NextY = y; return; 
                 
            elseif (AllBeach(x-1,y+1) == 'n') 
                %move straight down*/ 
                % shouldn't need this, this would be where coming from*/ 
                 
                NextX = x-1; NextY = y+1; return; 
                 
            end 
             
             
        end 
         
         
    end 
     
     
elseif ( AllBeach(x-1,y) == 'y' && AllBeach(x+1,y) == 'n') 
    % There is beach beneath cell, nothing over the head */ 
     
    if ( AllBeach(x,y+1) == 'n') 
        %  Adjacent Cell to right is vacant */ 
         
        if ( AllBeach(x-1,y+1) == 'y' ) 
            % move straight right */ 
             
            NextX = x; NextY = y+1; return; 
             
        elseif ( AllBeach(x-1,y+1) == 'n' ) 
            % Move down and to right */ 
             
            NextX = x-1; NextY = y+1; return; 
        end 
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    elseif ( AllBeach(x,y+1) == 'y') 
        %Brad's note : DON'T REALLY NEED TO REPEAT THIS (WORKS SAME IN BOTH CASES) */ 
        % Right neighbor occupied */ 
         
        if ( AllBeach(x+1,y+1) == 'n' ) 
            % Move up and to right */ 
             
            NextX = x+1; NextY = y+1; return; 
             
        elseif ( AllBeach(x+1,y+1) == 'y') 
            % Move straight up */ 
             
            NextX = x+1; NextY = y; return; 
             
        end 
         
         
         
         
    end 
     
     
elseif ( (AllBeach(x-1,y) == 'y') && (AllBeach(x+1,y) == 'y')) 
    % There is beach behind cell, and over the head don't want to go in (will be shadowed anyway */ 
    % Need to use last cell to find out if going into left or right enclosure */ 
     
    % Fill up that nasty piece of work */ 
     
    % FillUpGap(x,y, y-Y(z-1));*/ 
     
     
    if (Y(z-1) < y) 
        % Moving towards right, bump up and over the problem */ 
         
        if (AllBeach(x+1,y-1) == 'n') 
            % Move up and to the left */ 
             
            NextX = x+1;  NextY = y-1; return; 
             
        elseif (AllBeach(x,y-1) == 'n') 
            % Move directly left */ 
             
            NextX = x;  NextY = y-1; return; 
             
        elseif (AllBeach(x-1,y-1) == 'n') 
            % Move left and down */ 
             
            NextX = x-1;  NextY = y-1; return; 
             
        end 
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    elseif (Y(z-1) > y) 
        % Moving towards left, go back right */ 
         
        if (AllBeach(x-1,y+1) == 'n') 
            % Move down and to the right */ 
             
            NextX = x-1;  NextY = y+1; return; 
             
        elseif (AllBeach(x,y+1) == 'n') 
            % Move directly right */ 
             
            NextX = x;  NextY = y+1; return; 
             
        elseif (AllBeach(x+1,y+1) == 'n') 
            % Move right and up */ 
             
            NextX = x+1;  NextY = y+1; return; 
             
        end 
         
    end 
end 
 
end 
 
 
function AdjustShore(i) 
 
global ShorefaceSlope CellWidth LandHeight DepthShoreface CellDepth WaveAngle Period OffShoreWvHt g 
TimeStep VolumeOut VolumeIn Xmax Ymax AllBeach MaxBeachLength X Y NextX NextY FellOffArray 
TotalBeachCells WaveAngle PercentFull InShadow ShorelineAngle UpWind SurroundingAngle 
 
%  Complete mass balance for incoming and ougoing sediment   */ 
%  This function will change the global data array PercentFull(,)  */ 
%  Uses but does not adjust arrays:        */ 
%  VolumeIn(), VolumeOut(), X(), Y(), ShorelineAngle()  */ 
%  Uses global variables: ShelfSlope, CellWidth, ShorefaceSlope, InitialDepth */ 
%  NEW - AA 05/04 fully utilize shoreface depths    */ 
 
 
 
 
 
if (VolumeIn(i) <= VolumeOut(i)) 
    % eroding, just have to use shoreface depth */ 
     
    Depth = DepthShoreface; 
     
else 
    % accreting, good god */ 
     
    % where should we intersect shoreface depth ? */ 
     
     
     
    % uncomplicated way - assume starting in middle of cell */ 
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    Distance = DepthShoreface/CellWidth/ShorefaceSlope; 
    Xintfloat = X(i) + 0.5 + Distance * cos(SurroundingAngle(i)); 
    Xintint = floor(Xintfloat); 
    Yintfloat = Y(i) + 0.5 - Distance * sin(SurroundingAngle(i)); 
    Yintint = floor(Yintfloat); 
     
     
    if ((Yintint <= 0) || (Yintint > 2*Ymax)) 
         
        Depth = DepthShoreface; 
         
         
    elseif ((Xintint < 0) || (Xintint > Xmax)) 
         
        Depth = DepthShoreface; 
         
         
    elseif (CellDepth(Xintint,Yintint) <= 0) 
        % looking back on land */ 
         
        Depth = DepthShoreface; 
         
         
         
    else 
         
        Depth = CellDepth(Xintint,Yintint); 
         
         
        % That was the easy part - now we need to 'fix' all cells towards shoreface */ 
        % probably due to accretion from previous moving forward */ 
        % reuse some of the overwash checking code here */ 
         
         
        if (SurroundingAngle(i) == 0) 
             
            % unlikely, but make sure no div by zero */ 
            slope = 0.00001; 
             
        elseif (abs(SurroundingAngle(i)) == 90.0) 
             
            slope = 9999.9; 
             
        else 
             
            slope = abs(tan(SurroundingAngle(i))); 
             
        end 
         
        if (SurroundingAngle(i) > 0) 
            ysign = 1; 
        else 
            ysign = -1; 
        end 
         
        x = Xintfloat; 
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        y = Yintfloat; 
        xtest = Xintint; 
        ytest = Yintint; 
        ShorefaceFlag = 0; 
         
        while (( CellDepth(xtest,ytest) > DepthShoreface) && ~(ShorefaceFlag)) 
             
            NextXInt = ceil(x) -1; 
            if (ysign > 0) 
                NextYInt = floor(y) + 1; 
            else 
                NextYInt = ceil(y-1); 
            end 
            % moving to next whole 'x' position, what is y position? */ 
            Ydown = y + (x - NextXInt)*slope * ysign; 
            DistanceDown = (((Ydown - y)*(Ydown - y) + (NextXInt - x)*(NextXInt - x))^.5); 
             
            % moving to next whole 'y' position, what is x position? */ 
            Xside = x - abs(NextYInt - y) / slope; 
            DistanceSide = (((NextYInt - y)*(NextYInt - y) + (Xside - x)*(Xside - x))^.5); 
             
             
             
            if (DistanceDown < DistanceSide) 
                % next cell is the down cell */ 
                 
                x = NextXInt; 
                y = Ydown; 
                xtest = NextXInt-1; 
                ytest = floor(y); 
                 
            else 
                % next cell is the side cell */ 
                 
                x = Xside; 
                y = NextYInt; 
                xtest = floor(x); 
                ytest = y + (ysign-1)/2; 
                 
            end 
             
            if (CellDepth(xtest,ytest) > DepthShoreface) 
                % Deep hole - fill 'er in - mass came from previous maths */ 
                 
                 
                 
                CellDepth(xtest,ytest) = DepthShoreface; 
                 
                %PauseRun(xtest,ytest,i);*/ 
                 
                 
                 
            else 
                % stop checking - ostensibly we have hit the shoreface or shore */ 
                 
                ShorefaceFlag = 1; 
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            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
 
Depth = Depth+LandHeight; 
 
 
 
 
DeltaArea = (VolumeIn(i) - VolumeOut(i))/Depth; 
 
PercentFull(X(i),Y(i)) = PercentFull(X(i),Y(i))+DeltaArea/(CellWidth*CellWidth); 
 
PercentIn = VolumeIn(i)/(CellWidth*CellWidth*Depth); 
PercentOut = VolumeOut(i)/(CellWidth*CellWidth*Depth); 
PercentSum = DeltaArea/(CellWidth*CellWidth); 
 
 
 
 
end 
 
 
 
function [tempInShadow] = FindIfInShadow(icheck,ShadMax) 
 
global ShorefaceSlope CellWidth LandHeight DepthShoreface CellDepth WaveAngle Period OffShoreWvHt g 
TimeStep VolumeOut VolumeIn Xmax Ymax AllBeach MaxBeachLength X Y NextX NextY FellOffArray 
TotalBeachCells WaveAngle PercentFull InShadow ShorelineAngle UpWind SurroundingAngle 
 
%  Function to determine if particular cell xin,yin is in shadow   */ 
%  Returns a character 'y' if yes 'n' if no     */ 
%  New 2/04 - use pixelwise march  - make it faster, more accurate - aa */ 
%  New 3/04 - correctly take acocunt for sideways and underneath shadows - aa */ 
%  This function will use but not affect the global arrays:    */ 
% AllBeach(,) and PercentFull(,)     */ 
%  This function refers to global variable:  WaveAngle    */ 
 
 
 
 
 
% convert angle to a slope and the direction of steps */ 
% note that for case of shoreline, positive angle will be minus y direction */ 
%if (icheck == 106) {debug2a = 1;debug2b=1;}*/ 
 
if (WaveAngle == 0.0) 
     
    % unlikely, but make sure no div by zero */ 
    slope = 0.00001; 
     
elseif (abs(WaveAngle) == 90.0) 
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    slope = 9999.9; 
     
else 
     
    slope = abs(tan(WaveAngle)); 
end 
 
if (WaveAngle > 0) 
    ysign = -1; 
else 
    ysign = 1; 
end 
 
% 03/04 AA: depending on local orientations, starting point will differ */ 
% so go through scenarios */ 
 
xinint = X(icheck); 
yinint = Y(icheck); 
 
if (AllBeach(xinint-1,yinint) == 'y' || ((AllBeach(xinint,yinint-1) == 'y') && (AllBeach(xinint,yinint+1) == 'y')) ) 
    % 'regular condition' */ 
    % plus 'stuck in the middle' situation (unlikely scenario)*/ 
     
    xin = xinint + PercentFull(xinint,yinint); 
    yin = yinint + 0.5; 
     
elseif (AllBeach(xinint,yinint-1) == 'y') 
    % on right side */ 
     
    xin = xinint + 0.5; 
    yin = yinint + PercentFull(xinint,yinint); 
     
elseif (AllBeach(xinint,yinint+1) == 'y') 
    % on left side */ 
     
    xin = xinint + 0.5; 
    yin = yinint + 1.0 - PercentFull(xinint,yinint); 
     
elseif (AllBeach(xinint+1,yinint) == 'y') 
    % gotta be on the bottom now */ 
     
    xin = xinint + 1 - PercentFull(xinint,yinint); 
    yin = yinint + 0.5; 
     
else 
    % debug ain't just an insect */ 
     
    disp('Shadowstart Broke'); 
     
     
end 
 
x = xin; 
y = yin; 
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while ((floor(x) < ShadMax) && (y > Ymax/2) && (y < 3*Ymax/2)) 
     
    NextXInt = floor(x) + 1; 
    if (ysign > 0) 
        NextYInt = floor(y) + 1; 
    else 
        NextYInt = ceil(y-1); 
    end 
    % moving to next whole 'x' position, what is y position? */ 
    Yup = y + (NextXInt-x)*slope * ysign; 
    DistanceUp = ((Yup - y)*(Yup - y) + (NextXInt - x)*(NextXInt - x)); 
     
    % moving to next whole 'y' position, what is x position? */ 
    Xside = x + abs(NextYInt - y) / slope; 
    DistanceSide = ((NextYInt - y)*(NextYInt - y) + (Xside - x)*(Xside - x)); 
     
    if (DistanceUp < DistanceSide) 
        % next cell is the up cell */ 
         
        x = NextXInt; 
        y = Yup; 
        xtestint = NextXInt; 
        ytestint = floor(y); 
         
    else 
        % next cell is the side cell */ 
         
        x = Xside; 
        y = NextYInt; 
        xtestint = floor(x); 
        ytestint = y + (ysign-1)/2; 
         
         
    end 
     
    % Now Test */ 
    % If AllBeach is along the way, will we pass through 'diamond'? */ 
    % Trick - if crossing through the diamond, will change quadrants  */ 
    % Probably won't get to this one, though     */ 
     
    if  (AllBeach(xtestint,ytestint) == 'y') 
         
        % use same approach to find exit (could make this modular)  */ 
        % don't change 'x' or 'y' and this will be ok   */ 
        NextXInt = floor(x) + 1; 
        if (ysign > 0) 
            NextYInt = floor(y) + 1; 
        else 
            NextYInt = ceil(y-1); 
        end 
        Yup = y + (NextXInt-x)*slope * ysign; 
        DistanceUp = ((Yup - y)*(Yup - y) + (NextXInt - x)*(NextXInt - x)); 
        Xside = x + abs(NextYInt - y) / slope; 
        DistanceSide = ((NextYInt - y)*(NextYInt - y) + (Xside - x)*(Xside - x)); 
         
        if (DistanceUp < DistanceSide) 
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            % next cell is the up cell */ 
             
            xout = NextXInt; 
            yout = Yup; 
             
        else 
            % next cell is the side cell */ 
             
            xout = Xside; 
            yout = NextYInt; 
             
        end 
         
         
        if(( (xout-xtestint-0.5) * (x-xtestint-0.5) < 0 ) || ((yout-ytestint-0.5) * (y-ytestint-0.5) < 0)) 
             
             
            tempInShadow='y'; 
            return 
        end 
         
         
         
         
        % Compare a partially full cell's x - distance to a line projected   */ 
        % from the starting beach cell's x-distance    */ 
        % This assumes that beach projection is in x-direction (not too bad)  */ 
         
    elseif ( PercentFull(xtestint,ytestint) > 0 ) 
         
        if (AllBeach(xtestint-1,ytestint) == 'y' || ((AllBeach(xtestint,ytestint-1) == 'y') && 
(AllBeach(xtestint,ytestint+1) == 'y')) ) 
            % 'regular' condition */ 
            % plus 'stuck in the middle' situation (unlikely scenario) */ 
             
            xtest = xtestint + PercentFull(xtestint,ytestint); 
            ytest = ytestint + 0.5; 
             
            if (xtest > (xin  + abs(ytest-yin)/slope) ) 
                 
                 
                tempInShadow='y'; 
                return 
            end 
             
        elseif (AllBeach(xtestint,ytestint-1) == 'y') 
            % on right side */ 
             
            xtest = xtestint + 0.5; 
            ytest = ytestint + PercentFull(xtestint,ytestint); 
             
            if (ytest > (yin + (xtest-xin) * slope)) 
                 
                 
                tempInShadow='y'; 
                return 
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            end 
             
        elseif (AllBeach(xtestint,ytestint+1) == 'y') 
            % on left side */ 
             
            xtest = xtestint + 0.5; 
            ytest = ytestint + 1.0 - PercentFull(xtestint,ytestint); 
             
            if (ytest < (yin + (xtest-xin) * slope)*ysign) 
                 
                 
                tempInShadow='y' 
            
                return 
                 
            end 
             
        elseif (AllBeach(xtestint+1,ytestint) == 'y') 
            % gotta be on the bottom now */ 
             
            xtest = xtestint + 1 - PercentFull(xtestint,ytestint); 
            ytest = ytestint + 0.5; 
             
            if (xtest < (xin  + abs(ytest-yin)/slope) ) 
                 
                 
                 
                tempInShadow='y'; 
                return 
            end 
             
             
        end 
         
    end 
end 
tempInShadow='n'; 
return 
 
 
end 
 
 
 
function FindBeachCells(YStart) 
 
global ShorefaceSlope CellWidth LandHeight DepthShoreface CellDepth WaveAngle Period OffShoreWvHt g 
TimeStep VolumeOut VolumeIn Xmax Ymax AllBeach MaxBeachLength X Y NextX NextY FellOffArray 
TotalBeachCells WaveAngle PercentFull InShadow ShorelineAngle UpWind SurroundingAngle 
 
% Determines locations of beach cells moving from left to right direction  */ 
% This function will affect and determine the global arrays:  X() and Y() */ 
% This function calls FindNextCell         */ 
% This will define TotalBeachCells for this time step    */ 
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% Starting at left end, find the x - value for first cell that is 'allbeach' */ 
 
xstart = Xmax -1; y = YStart; 
 
while (AllBeach(xstart,y) == 'n') 
     
    xstart = xstart-1; 
end 
 
xstart = xstart+1;   % Step back to where partially full beach */ 
 
X(1) = xstart;  Y(1) = YStart; 
 
z = 1; 
 
 
 
 
while ((Y(z) < 2*Ymax) && (z < MaxBeachLength-1)) 
     
    z=z+1; 
    NextX =-2; 
    NextY =-2; 
 
     
    FindNextCell(X(z-1), Y(z-1), z-1); 
 
     
    X(z) = NextX; 
    Y(z) = NextY; 
     
     
    % If return to start point or go off left side of array, going the wrong direction  */ 
    % Jump off and start again closer to middle      */ 
     
    if ((NextY < 1) || ((NextY == Y(1))&&(NextX==X(1))) || (z > MaxBeachLength -2)) 
         
         
        FellOffArray = 'y'; 
        ZeroVars(); 
        return; 
    end 
     
     
end 
 
 
 
 
TotalBeachCells = z; 
FellOffArray = 'n'; 
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end 
 
 
function OopsImEmpty(x,y) 
 
global ShorefaceSlope CellWidth LandHeight DepthShoreface CellDepth WaveAngle Period OffShoreWvHt g 
TimeStep VolumeOut VolumeIn Xmax Ymax AllBeach MaxBeachLength X Y NextX NextY FellOffArray 
TotalBeachCells WaveAngle PercentFull InShadow ShorelineAngle UpWind SurroundingAngle 
 
%  If a cell is under-full, this will find source for desparity and move brach in */ 
%  Function completly changed 5/21/02 sandrevt.c     */ 
%    New Approach - steal from all neighboring AllBeach cells  */ 
%  Backup plan - steal from all neighboring percent full > 0  */ 
%  Function adjusts primary data arrays:      */ 
%  AllBeach(,) and PercentFull(,)     */ 
 
 
 
 
emptycells = 0; 
emptycells2 = 0; 
 
% find out how many AllBeaches to take from */ 
 
if (AllBeach(x-1,y) == 'y') 
    emptycells = emptycells+1; 
end 
if (AllBeach(x+1,y) == 'y') 
    emptycells = emptycells+1; 
end 
if (AllBeach(x,y-1) == 'y') 
    emptycells = emptycells+1; 
end 
if (AllBeach(x,y+1) == 'y') 
    emptycells = emptycells+1; 
end 
 
if (emptycells > 0) 
     
    % Now Move Sediment */ 
     
    if (AllBeach(x-1,y) == 'y') 
         
        PercentFull(x-1,y) = PercentFull(x-1,y)+ (PercentFull(x,y))/emptycells; 
        AllBeach(x-1,y) = 'n'; 
         
         
    end 
    if (AllBeach(x+1,y) == 'y') 
         
        PercentFull(x+1,y) = PercentFull(x+1,y)+(PercentFull(x,y))/emptycells; 
        AllBeach(x+1,y) = 'n'; 
         
         
    end 
    if (AllBeach(x,y-1) == 'y') 
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        PercentFull(x,y-1) = PercentFull(x,y-1)+(PercentFull(x,y))/emptycells; 
        AllBeach(x,y-1) = 'n'; 
         
         
    end 
    if (AllBeach(x,y+1) == 'y') 
         
        PercentFull(x,y+1) = PercentFull(x,y+1)+(PercentFull(x,y))/emptycells; 
        AllBeach(x,y+1) = 'n'; 
         
    end 
     
else 
     
    % No full neighbors, so take away from partially full neighbors */ 
     
    if (PercentFull(x-1,y) > 0) 
        emptycells2 = emptycells2+1; 
    end 
    if (PercentFull(x+1,y) > 0) 
        emptycells2 = emptycells2+1; 
    end 
    if (PercentFull(x,y-1) > 0) 
        emptycells2 = emptycells2+1; 
    end 
    if (PercentFull(x,y+1) > 0) 
        emptycells2 = emptycells2+1; 
    end 
     
    if (emptycells2 > 0) 
         
         
        if (PercentFull(x-1,y) > 0) 
             
            PercentFull(x-1,y) = PercentFull(x-1,y)+(PercentFull(x,y))/emptycells2; 
             
             
        end 
        if (PercentFull(x+1,y) > 0) 
             
            PercentFull(x+1,y) = PercentFull(x+1,y)+(PercentFull(x,y))/emptycells2; 
             
             
        end 
        if (PercentFull(x,y-1) > 0) 
             
            PercentFull(x,y-1) = PercentFull(x,y-1)+(PercentFull(x,y))/emptycells2; 
             
             
             
        end 
        if (PercentFull(x,y+1) > 0) 
             
            PercentFull(x,y+1) = PercentFull(x,y+1)+(PercentFull(x,y))/emptycells2; 
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        end 
         
         
    end 
     
end 
 
AllBeach(x,y) = 'n'; 
PercentFull(x,y) = 0.0; 
CellDepth(x,y) = DepthShoreface; 
 
 
end 
 
 
 
function OopsImFull(x,y) 
 
global ShorefaceSlope CellWidth LandHeight DepthShoreface CellDepth WaveAngle Period OffShoreWvHt g 
TimeStep VolumeOut VolumeIn Xmax Ymax AllBeach MaxBeachLength X Y NextX NextY FellOffArray 
TotalBeachCells WaveAngle PercentFull InShadow ShorelineAngle UpWind SurroundingAngle 
 
 
%  If a cell is overfull, push beach out in new direction    */ 
%  Completely revised 5/20/02 sandrevt.c to resolve 0% full problems, etc.  */ 
%  New approach:  put sand wherever 0% full in adjacent cells   */ 
%   if not 0% full, then fill all non-allbeach   */ 
%  Function adjusts primary data arrays:      */ 
%  AllBeach(,) and PercentFull(,)     */ 
 
 
fillcells = 0; 
fillcells2 = 0; 
 
% find out how many cells will be filled up */ 
 
if (PercentFull(x-1,y) == 0.0) 
    fillcells = fillcells+ 1; 
end 
if (PercentFull(x+1,y) == 0.0) 
    fillcells = fillcells+ 1; 
end 
if (PercentFull(x,y-1) == 0.0) 
    fillcells = fillcells+ 1; 
end 
if (PercentFull(x,y+1) == 0.0) 
    fillcells = fillcells+ 1; 
end 
 
if (fillcells ~= 0) 
     
    % Now Move Sediment */ 
     
    if (PercentFull(x-1,y) == 0.0) 
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        PercentFull(x-1,y) = PercentFull(x-1,y)+(PercentFull(x,y)-1)/fillcells; 
        CellDepth(x-1,y) = - LandHeight; 
         
         
    end 
    if (PercentFull(x+1,y) == 0.0) 
         
        PercentFull(x+1,y) = PercentFull(x+1,y)+(PercentFull(x,y)-1)/fillcells; 
        CellDepth(x+1,y) = - LandHeight; 
         
         
    end 
    if (PercentFull(x,y-1) == 0.0) 
         
        PercentFull(x,y-1) = PercentFull(x,y-1)+(PercentFull(x,y)-1)/fillcells; 
        CellDepth(x,y-1) = - LandHeight; 
         
         
    end 
    if (PercentFull(x,y+1) == 0.0) 
         
        PercentFull(x,y+1) = PercentFull(x,y+1)+(PercentFull(x,y)-1)/fillcells; 
        CellDepth(x,y+1) = - LandHeight; 
         
         
    end 
     
else 
     
    % No fully empty neighbors, so distribute to partially full neighbors */ 
     
    if (PercentFull(x-1,y) < 1) 
        fillcells2 = fillcells2+1; 
    end 
    if (PercentFull(x+1,y) < 1) 
        fillcells2 = fillcells2+1; 
    end 
    if (PercentFull(x,y-1) < 1) 
        fillcells2 = fillcells2+1; 
    end 
    if (PercentFull(x,y+1) < 1) 
        fillcells2 = fillcells2+1; 
    end 
     
    if (fillcells2 > 0) 
         
         
        if (PercentFull(x-1,y) < 1) 
             
            PercentFull(x-1,y) = PercentFull(x-1,y)+(PercentFull(x,y)-1)/fillcells2; 
             
             
        end 
        if (PercentFull(x+1,y) < 1) 
             
            PercentFull(x+1,y) = PercentFull(x+1,y)+(PercentFull(x,y)-1)/fillcells2; 
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        end 
        if (PercentFull(x,y-1) < 1) 
             
            PercentFull(x,y-1) = PercentFull(x,y-1)+(PercentFull(x,y)-1)/fillcells2; 
             
             
        end 
        if (PercentFull(x,y+1) < 1) 
             
            PercentFull(x,y+1) = PercentFull(x,y+1)+(PercentFull(x,y)-1)/fillcells2; 
             
             
        end 
         
    end 
     
     
     
end 
 
AllBeach(x,y) = 'y'; 
PercentFull(x,y) = 1.0; 
CellDepth(x,y) = - LandHeight; 
 
 
 
end 
 
 
function SedTrans(From,To,ShoreAngle,MaxT) 
 
global ShorefaceSlope CellWidth LandHeight DepthShoreface CellDepth WaveAngle Period OffShoreWvHt g 
TimeStep VolumeOut VolumeIn Xmax Ymax AllBeach MaxBeachLength X Y NextX NextY FellOffArray 
TotalBeachCells WaveAngle PercentFull InShadow ShorelineAngle UpWind SurroundingAngle 
 
%  This central function will calcualte the sediment transported from the cell at From to */ 
%  the cell at To, using the input ShoreAngle       */ 
%  This function will caluclate and determine the global arrays:    */ 
%  VolumeIn[] and VolumeOut[]       */ 
%  This function does not use any other arrays       */ 
%  This function will use the global values defining the wave field:    */ 
% WaveAngle, Period, OffShoreWvHt       
 */ 
%  Revised 6/02 - New iterative calc for refraction and breaking, parameters revised  */ 
 
 
% Coefficients - some of these are important*/ 
 
StartDepth = 10*OffShoreWvHt;% m, depth to begin refraction calcs (needs to be beyond breakers) */ 
RefractStep = .2; % m, step size to iterate depth for refraction calcs   */ 
KBreak = 0.5;  % coefficient for wave breaking threshold     */ 
rho = 1020;  % kg/m3 - density of water and dissolved matter    */ 
g=9.8; 
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% Variables */ 
 
Broken = 0;  % is wave broken yet?    */ 
%AngleDeep;  % rad, Angle of waves to shore at inner shelf  */ 
Depth = StartDepth; % m, water depth for current iteration  */ 
%Angle;   % rad, calculation angle   */ 
%CDeep;   % m/s, phase velocity in deep water  */ 
%LDeep;   % m, offhsore wavelength   */ 
%C;   % m/s, current step phase velocity   */ 
%kh;   % wavenumber times depth   */ 
%n;   % n      */ 
%WaveLength;  % m, current wavelength   */ 
%WvHeight;  % m, current wave height   */ 
%VolumeAcrossBorder; % m3/day      */ 
 
 
% Primary assumption is that waves refract over shore-parallel contours   */ 
% New algorithm 6/02 iteratively takes wiave onshore until they break, then computes Qs */ 
% See notes 06/05/02          */ 
 
AngleDeep = WaveAngle - ShoreAngle; 
 
if (MaxT == 'y') 
    AngleDeep = 42.0 *pi/180; 
end 
 
 
%  Don't do calculations if over 90 degrees, should be in shadow  */ 
 
if (AngleDeep > 0.995*pi/2.0 | AngleDeep < -0.995*pi/2.0) 
     
    return; 
     
else 
     
    % Calculate Deep Water Celerity & Length, Komar 5.11 c = gT / pi, L = CT */ 
     
    CDeep = g * Period / (2.0 * pi); 
    LDeep = CDeep * Period; 
     
     
    while(~Broken) 
         
         
        %compute k 
        % 
        %         x = fzero(@(kk) WLfun(Depth,kk),.1); 
        %         know=x; 
        %         kdeep=((2*pi/Period)^2)/9.8; 
        %         WaveLength=2*pi/x; 
        %         Dnow=(know/kdeep)^.5*(1+2*know*Depth/(sinh(2*know*Depth)))^-.5; 
        %         cnow=sqrt(9.8/know)*tanh(know*Depth); 
        %         Angle=asin(sin(AngleDeep)*cnow/CDeep); 
        %         bigKnow=(cos(AngleDeep)/cos(Angle))^.5; 
        %         WvHeight=OffShoreWvHt*Dnow*bigKnow; 
        % 
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        WaveLength = LDeep * (tanh((((2.0*pi/Period)^2)*Depth/g).^.75)).^(2.0/3.0); 
         
        C = WaveLength/Period; 
         
        kh =  pi * Depth ./ WaveLength; 
         
        n =0.5 * ( 1 + 2.0 * kh ./ sinh(2.0*kh)); 
         
        Angle = asin(C./CDeep .* sin(AngleDeep)); 
         
        WvHeight = OffShoreWvHt * (CDeep*cos(AngleDeep)./(C*2.0.*n.*cos(Angle))).^.5; 
         
         
         
         
        if (WvHeight > Depth*KBreak) 
            Broken = 1; 
        elseif (Depth == RefractStep) 
             
            Broken = 1; 
            Depth = Depth-RefractStep; 
             
        else 
            Depth = Depth-RefractStep; 
        end 
    end 
     
     
    % Now Determine Transport */ 
    % eq. 9.6b (10.8) Komar, including assumption of sed density = 2650 kg/m3    */ 
    % additional accuracy here will not improve an already suspect eqn for sed transport  */ 
    % (especially with poorly constrained coefficients),      */ 
    % so no attempt made to make this a more perfect imperfection    */ 
     
    % VolumeAcrossBorder =  abs(1.1*rho*g^(3/2)*WvHeight^(2.5)*cos(Angle)*sin(Angle)*TimeStep); 
    VolumeAcrossBorder =  abs(1.1*rho*g^(3/2)*WvHeight^(2.5)*cos(Angle)*sin(Angle)*TimeStep); 
     
    VolumeOut(From) = VolumeOut(From) + VolumeAcrossBorder; 
     
    VolumeIn(To) = VolumeIn(To) + VolumeAcrossBorder; 
     
end 
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APPENDIX B 
  
Cooridinated solution: 
 x1=(2*c)*(gamma1+theta1*x(1)-D*(x(2)-2*x(1)+x(3)))-((3*D^2*alpha3*x(3)^(beta-1)+3*alpha2*x(2)^(beta-
1)*D^2+3*D^2*alpha1*x(1)^(beta-1)+delta^2*alpha1*x(1)^(beta-1)+delta*D*alpha3*x(3)^(beta-
1)+D*theta2*alpha3*x(3)^(beta-1)+alpha2*x(2)^(beta-1)*D*delta+theta3*alpha2*x(2)^(beta-
1)*D+4*delta*D*alpha1*x(1)^(beta-1)+2*alpha1*x(1)^(beta-1)*D*theta3+alpha1*x(1)^(beta-
1)*delta*theta3+2*D*theta2*alpha1*x(1)^(beta-1)+delta*theta2*alpha1*x(1)^(beta-1)+alpha1*x(1)^(beta-
1)*theta2*theta3)*delta*beta)/(9*D^2*delta+3*D^2*theta3+6*delta^2*D+3*D^2*theta2+delta^2*theta3+delta^2*t
heta2+3*theta1*D^2+theta1*delta^2+4*delta*D*theta3+4*D*theta2*delta+2*D*theta2*theta3+delta*theta2*theta3
+4*theta1*D*delta+2*theta1*D*theta3+theta1*delta*theta3+2*theta1*theta2*D+theta1*theta2*delta+theta1*theta2
*theta3+delta^3) 
  
x2=(2*c)*(gamma2+theta2*x(2)-D*(x(3)-2*x(2)+x(1)))-(delta*beta*(3*alpha2*x(2)^(beta-
1)*D^2+3*D^2*alpha3*x(3)^(beta-1)+3*D^2*alpha1*x(1)^(beta-1)+delta*D*alpha3*x(3)^(beta-
1)+delta*D*alpha1*x(1)^(beta-1)+theta1*D*alpha3*x(3)^(beta-1)+4*alpha2*x(2)^(beta-
1)*D*delta+2*alpha2*x(2)^(beta-1)*D*theta1+alpha2*x(2)^(beta-1)*delta^2+2*theta3*alpha2*x(2)^(beta-
1)*D+alpha1*x(1)^(beta-1)*D*theta3+delta*alpha2*x(2)^(beta-1)*theta1+theta3*alpha2*x(2)^(beta-
1)*delta+theta3*alpha2*x(2)^(beta-
1)*theta1))/(9*D^2*delta+3*D^2*theta3+6*delta^2*D+3*D^2*theta2+delta^2*theta3+delta^2*theta2+3*theta1*D
^2+theta1*delta^2+4*delta*D*theta3+4*D*theta2*delta+2*D*theta2*theta3+delta*theta2*theta3+4*theta1*D*delt
a+2*theta1*D*theta3+theta1*delta*theta3+2*theta1*theta2*D+theta1*theta2*delta+theta1*theta2*theta3+delta^3) 
  
x3=(2*c)*(gamma3+theta3*x(3)-D*(x(1)-2*x(3)+x(2)))-(delta*beta*(3*alpha2*x(2)^(beta-
1)*D^2+4*delta*D*alpha3*x(3)^(beta-1)+delta*D*alpha1*x(1)^(beta-1)+2*D*theta2*alpha3*x(3)^(beta-
1)+D*theta2*alpha1*x(1)^(beta-1)+delta*theta2*alpha3*x(3)^(beta-1)+2*theta1*D*alpha3*x(3)^(beta-
1)+theta1*delta*alpha3*x(3)^(beta-1)+theta1*theta2*alpha3*x(3)^(beta-1)+alpha2*x(2)^(beta-
1)*D*delta+alpha2*x(2)^(beta-1)*D*theta1+3*D^2*alpha3*x(3)^(beta-1)+3*D^2*alpha1*x(1)^(beta-
1)+delta^2*alpha3*x(3)^(beta-
1)))/(9*D^2*delta+3*D^2*theta3+6*delta^2*D+3*D^2*theta2+delta^2*theta3+delta^2*theta2+3*theta1*D^2+thet
a1*delta^2+4*delta*D*theta3+4*D*theta2*delta+2*D*theta2*theta3+delta*theta2*theta3+4*theta1*D*delta+2*the
ta1*D*theta3+theta1*delta*theta3+2*theta1*theta2*D+theta1*theta2*delta+theta1*theta2*theta3+delta^3); 
 
 
Decentralized solution: 
 
x1=(2*c)*(theta1*x(1)+gamma1-D*(x(2)-2*x(1)+x(3)))-(delta*alpha1*beta*x(1)^(beta-
1)*(4*delta*D+2*theta3*D+delta*theta2+theta3*delta+theta3*theta2+2*D*theta2+3*D^2+delta^2))/(4*D*theta3*
delta+4*D*delta*theta1+2*D*theta3*theta1+delta*theta1*theta2+4*delta*D*theta2+theta3*delta*theta2+theta3*th
eta1*delta+theta3*theta1*theta2+2*theta3*D*theta2+2*D*theta1*theta2+6*D*delta^2+9*delta*D^2+3*D^2*theta
1+3*theta3*D^2+delta^2*theta2+delta^2*theta1+theta3*delta^2+3*D^2*theta2+delta^3) 
              
x2= (2*c)*(theta2*x(2)+gamma2-D*(x(3)-2*x(2)+x(1)))-(delta*alpha2*beta*x(2)^(beta-
1)*(4*delta*D+2*theta1*D+delta*theta3+theta1*delta+theta1*theta3+2*D*theta3+3*D^2+delta^2))/(4*D*theta1*
delta+4*D*delta*theta2+2*D*theta1*theta2+delta*theta2*theta3+4*delta*D*theta3+theta1*delta*theta3+theta1*th
eta2*delta+theta1*theta2*theta3+2*theta1*D*theta3+2*D*theta2*theta3+6*D*delta^2+9*delta*D^2+3*D^2*theta
2+3*theta1*D^2+delta^2*theta3+delta^2*theta2+theta1*delta^2+3*D^2*theta3+delta^3) 
               
x3=(2*c)*(theta3*x(3)+gamma3-D*(x(1)-2*x(3)+x(2)))-(delta*alpha3*beta*x(3)^(beta-
1)*(4*delta*D+2*theta2*D+delta*theta1+theta2*delta+theta2*theta1+2*D*theta1+3*D^2+delta^2))/(4*D*theta2*
delta+4*D*delta*theta3+2*D*theta2*theta3+delta*theta3*theta1+4*delta*D*theta1+theta2*delta*theta1+theta2*th
eta3*delta+theta2*theta3*theta1+2*theta2*D*theta1+2*D*theta3*theta1+6*D*delta^2+9*delta*D^2+3*D^2*theta
3+3*theta2*D^2+delta^2*theta1+delta^2*theta3+theta2*delta^2+3*D^2*theta1+delta^3) 
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APPENDIX C 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Optimal Beach Nourishment with two adjacent communities on a flat 
% coastline facing identical physical and economic conditions 
% 
% This programs solves the social planner's problem (coordinated solution) 
% and compares with the open loop nash equilibrium solution to the 
% two player dynamic game. 
% 
%  
% Date: November 2011 
% Original Author: Sathya Gopalakrishnan 
% 
% Edited by Zachary Williams, January 2012 
%  - Extended 2 two community model to 3 communities and added periodic boundary conditions  
%  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
clear all 
close all 
clc 
warning off 
 
% Set Global Varibles 
 
global delta alpha1 alpha2 alpha3 beta c 
global gamma1 gamma2 gamma3 x10 x20 x30 theta1 theta2 theta3 D 
global xstar Lstar xstarOL L11open L22open L33open; 
 
 
% Set Parameters 
delta = 0.06;           % Discount rate 
alpha1 = 200;           % Baseline Property Value in Town 1 
alpha2 = 200;           % Baseline Property Value in Town 2 
alpha3 = 200;           % Baseline Property Value in Town 3 
beta = 0.5;             % Hedonic Beach Value 
c = 1;                  % Cost Parameter 
gamma1 = 0.5;           % Background (linear) Erosion rate in town 1 -- m/yr 
gamma2 = 0.5;           % Background (linear) Erosion rate in town 2 -- m/yr 
gamma3 = 0.5;           % Background (linear) Erosion rate in town 3 -- m/yr 
theta1 = 0.05;          % Exponential Retreat rate in town 1 
theta2 = 0.05;          % Exponential Retreat rate in town 2 
theta3 = 0.05;          % Exponential Retreat rate in town 3 
D   =.15;               % Diffusion Constant 
x10 = 10;               % Initial beach width in town 1 
x20 = 30;               % Initial beach width in town 2 
x30 = 10;               % Initial beach width in town 3 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Define variables 
% State Variables 
% x2(t) = Beach width at community 1 
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% x1(t) = Beach width at community 2 
% 
% Control Variables 
% u1(t) = Nourishment at community 1 at time t 
% u2(t) = Nourishment at community 2 at time t 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% %%% Simulate various Diffusion scenarios -- increasing Diffusion param D 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%  
% K = length(Diffusion); 
%  
% xstar_coop  = zeros(3,K); 
% xstar_olne  = zeros(3,K); 
% ustar       = zeros(3,K); 
%  
% totben_coop = zeros(3,K); 
% totben_OL   = zeros(3,K); 
% share_OL    = zeros(3,K); 
% share_coop  = zeros(3,K); 
% % 
% % %%% Loop through values of gamma 
% for k = 1:K 
%  
%     D=Diffusion(k); 
  
 
 
 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% %%% Simulate increased SLR scenarios -- increasing baseline erosion gamma 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%  
% G - 0.5:0.5:2 
% K = length(G); 
%  
% xstar_coop  = zeros(3,K); 
% xstar_olne  = zeros(3,K); 
% ustar       = zeros(3,K); 
%  
% totben_coop = zeros(3,K); 
% totben_OL   = zeros(3,K); 
% share_OL    = zeros(3,K); 
% share_coop  = zeros(3,K); 
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% % 
% % %%% Loop through values of gamma 
% for k = 1:K 
%  
%     gamma1 = G(K); 
%     gamma2 = G(K); 
%     gamma3 = G(K); 
 
 
 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% SOCIAL PLANNER'S PROBLEM (Coordinated Solution) 
% Maximize Joint Net benefits and simultaneously determine u1(t) and u2(t)  
% and u3(t) 
% Steady State Beach Width from equations (8) and (9) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
 
SS = @(x) [(2*c)*(gamma1+theta1*x(1)-D*(x(2)-2*x(1)+x(3)))-((3*D^2*alpha3*x(3)^(beta-
1)+3*alpha2*x(2)^(beta-1)*D^2+3*D^2*alpha1*x(1)^(beta-1)+delta^2*alpha1*x(1)^(beta-
1)+delta*D*alpha3*x(3)^(beta-1)+D*theta2*alpha3*x(3)^(beta-1)+alpha2*x(2)^(beta-
1)*D*delta+theta3*alpha2*x(2)^(beta-1)*D+4*delta*D*alpha1*x(1)^(beta-1)+2*alpha1*x(1)^(beta-
1)*D*theta3+alpha1*x(1)^(beta-1)*delta*theta3+2*D*theta2*alpha1*x(1)^(beta-
1)+delta*theta2*alpha1*x(1)^(beta-1)+alpha1*x(1)^(beta-
1)*theta2*theta3)*delta*beta)/(9*D^2*delta+3*D^2*theta3+6*delta^2*D+3*D^2*theta2+delta^2*theta3+delta^2*t
heta2+3*theta1*D^2+theta1*delta^2+4*delta*D*theta3+4*D*theta2*delta+2*D*theta2*theta3+delta*theta2*theta3
+4*theta1*D*delta+2*theta1*D*theta3+theta1*delta*theta3+2*theta1*theta2*D+theta1*theta2*delta+theta1*theta2
*theta3+delta^3) 
    (2*c)*(gamma2+theta2*x(2)-D*(x(3)-2*x(2)+x(1)))-(delta*beta*(3*alpha2*x(2)^(beta-
1)*D^2+3*D^2*alpha3*x(3)^(beta-1)+3*D^2*alpha1*x(1)^(beta-1)+delta*D*alpha3*x(3)^(beta-
1)+delta*D*alpha1*x(1)^(beta-1)+theta1*D*alpha3*x(3)^(beta-1)+4*alpha2*x(2)^(beta-
1)*D*delta+2*alpha2*x(2)^(beta-1)*D*theta1+alpha2*x(2)^(beta-1)*delta^2+2*theta3*alpha2*x(2)^(beta-
1)*D+alpha1*x(1)^(beta-1)*D*theta3+delta*alpha2*x(2)^(beta-1)*theta1+theta3*alpha2*x(2)^(beta-
1)*delta+theta3*alpha2*x(2)^(beta-
1)*theta1))/(9*D^2*delta+3*D^2*theta3+6*delta^2*D+3*D^2*theta2+delta^2*theta3+delta^2*theta2+3*theta1*D
^2+theta1*delta^2+4*delta*D*theta3+4*D*theta2*delta+2*D*theta2*theta3+delta*theta2*theta3+4*theta1*D*delt
a+2*theta1*D*theta3+theta1*delta*theta3+2*theta1*theta2*D+theta1*theta2*delta+theta1*theta2*theta3+delta^3) 
    (2*c)*(gamma3+theta3*x(3)-D*(x(1)-2*x(3)+x(2)))-(delta*beta*(3*alpha2*x(2)^(beta-
1)*D^2+4*delta*D*alpha3*x(3)^(beta-1)+delta*D*alpha1*x(1)^(beta-1)+2*D*theta2*alpha3*x(3)^(beta-
1)+D*theta2*alpha1*x(1)^(beta-1)+delta*theta2*alpha3*x(3)^(beta-1)+2*theta1*D*alpha3*x(3)^(beta-
1)+theta1*delta*alpha3*x(3)^(beta-1)+theta1*theta2*alpha3*x(3)^(beta-1)+alpha2*x(2)^(beta-
1)*D*delta+alpha2*x(2)^(beta-1)*D*theta1+3*D^2*alpha3*x(3)^(beta-1)+3*D^2*alpha1*x(1)^(beta-
1)+delta^2*alpha3*x(3)^(beta-
1)))/(9*D^2*delta+3*D^2*theta3+6*delta^2*D+3*D^2*theta2+delta^2*theta3+delta^2*theta2+3*theta1*D^2+thet
a1*delta^2+4*delta*D*theta3+4*D*theta2*delta+2*D*theta2*theta3+delta*theta2*theta3+4*theta1*D*delta+2*the
ta1*D*theta3+theta1*delta*theta3+2*theta1*theta2*D+theta1*theta2*delta+theta1*theta2*theta3+delta^3)]; 
 
x0 = [30; 30; 30];           % Make a starting guess at the solution 
 
options=optimset('Display','iter', 'TolFun', 1e-10, 'TolX', 1e-10);   % Option to display output 
 
[xstar,fval] = fsolve(SS,x0,options);  % Call solver 
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ustar = zeros(3,1); 
ustar(1) = gamma1+theta1*xstar(1)-D*(xstar(2)-2*xstar(1)+xstar(3)); 
ustar(2) = gamma2+theta2*xstar(2)-D*(xstar(3)-2*xstar(2)+xstar(1)); 
ustar(3) = gamma3+theta3*xstar(3)-D*(xstar(1)-2*xstar(3)+xstar(2)); 
Lstar    = (2*c).*ustar; 
 
 
fprintf('Optimal Steady State Beach Width in town %d under Coordinated Management is %f\n', [1, xstar(1)], [2, 
xstar(2)], [3, xstar(3)]) 
 
 
% Solve Optimal Path to Steady State Cooperative Solution 
solinit = bvpinit(linspace(0,500, 5000), [60 60 60 1 1 1]'); 
sol     = bvp5c(@coop_ode3, @coop_bc3, solinit); 
 
x = linspace(0,100,100); 
y = deval(sol,x); 
 
% Calculate discounted net benefits 
width_coop   = [y(1,:); y(2,:); y(3,:)]; 
nourish_coop = [y(4,:)./(2*c); y(5,:)./(2*c); y(6,:)./(2*c)]; 
NB_coop      = zeros(3, length(x)); 
NB_coop(1,:) = exp(-delta.*x(1,:)).*(delta*alpha1.*(width_coop(1,:).^beta)-c*(nourish_coop(1,:).^2)); 
NB_coop(2,:) = exp(-delta.*x(1,:)).*(delta*alpha2.*(width_coop(2,:).^beta)-c*(nourish_coop(2,:).^2)); 
NB_coop(3,:) = exp(-delta.*x(1,:)).*(delta*alpha3.*(width_coop(3,:).^beta)-c*(nourish_coop(3,:).^2)); 
 
 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% FIGURES 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
figure(1) 
plot(x,y(1,:),'b','linewidth',1.1) 
hold on 
plot(x,y(2,:), '--r','linewidth',1.1) 
plot(x,y(3,:), '-.k','linewidth',1.1) 
title('Optimal Beach Width under Coordinated Management','FontSize',16) 
xlabel('Time (Years)','FontSize',16) 
ylabel('Beach Width (Meters)','FontSize',16) 
legend('Community 1','Community 2','Community 3') 
 
 
figure(2) 
plot(x,y(4,:)./(2*c),'b','linewidth',1.1) 
hold on 
plot(x,y(5,:)./(2*c), '--r','linewidth',1.1) 
plot(x,y(6,:)./(2*c), '-.k','linewidth',1.1) 
title('Optimal Nourishment Path under Coordinated Management','FontSize',16) 
xlabel('Time (Years)','FontSize',16) 
ylabel('Nourishment (Meters)','FontSize',16) 
 
figure(3) 
plot(x,NB_coop(1,:),'b','linewidth',1.1) 
hold on 
plot(x,NB_coop(2,:), '--r','linewidth',1.1) 
plot(x,NB_coop(3,:), '-.k','linewidth',1.1) 
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title('Comparison of discounted Net benefits under Coordinated Management','FontSize',16) 
xlabel('Time (Years)','FontSize',16) 
ylabel('Discounted Net Benefits ($ x 1000)','FontSize',16) 
 
figure(4) 
plot(x,NB_coop(1,:)./(NB_coop(1,:)+NB_coop(2,:)+NB_coop(3,:)),'b','linewidth',1.1) 
hold on 
plot(x,NB_coop(2,:)./(NB_coop(1,:)+NB_coop(2,:)+NB_coop(3,:)), '--r','linewidth',1.1) 
plot(x,NB_coop(3,:)./(NB_coop(1,:)+NB_coop(2,:)+NB_coop(3,:)), '-.k','linewidth',1.1) 
title('Distribution of discounted Net benefits under Coordinated Management','FontSize',16) 
xlabel('Time (Years)','FontSize',16) 
ylabel('Share of discounted Net Benefits','FontSize',16) 
 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Open Loop Nash Equilibrium 
% 
% STEADY STATE 
% Applying Pontryagin's Maximum Principle, the equations for steady state 
% X1dot == 0, X2dot == 0, L11dot == 0, L12dot == 0, L21dot == 0, L22dot == 0 
% Solve for optimal steady state using equations (16) and (18) 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
 
 
SS_OL = @(x) [(2*c)*(theta1*x(1)+gamma1-D*(x(2)-2*x(1)+x(3)))-(delta*alpha1*beta*x(1)^(beta-
1)*(4*delta*D+2*theta3*D+delta*theta2+theta3*delta+theta3*theta2+2*D*theta2+3*D^2+delta^2))/(4*D*theta3*
delta+4*D*delta*theta1+2*D*theta3*theta1+delta*theta1*theta2+4*delta*D*theta2+theta3*delta*theta2+theta3*th
eta1*delta+theta3*theta1*theta2+2*theta3*D*theta2+2*D*theta1*theta2+6*D*delta^2+9*delta*D^2+3*D^2*theta
1+3*theta3*D^2+delta^2*theta2+delta^2*theta1+theta3*delta^2+3*D^2*theta2+delta^3) 
              (2*c)*(theta2*x(2)+gamma2-D*(x(3)-2*x(2)+x(1)))-(delta*alpha2*beta*x(2)^(beta-
1)*(4*delta*D+2*theta1*D+delta*theta3+theta1*delta+theta1*theta3+2*D*theta3+3*D^2+delta^2))/(4*D*theta1*
delta+4*D*delta*theta2+2*D*theta1*theta2+delta*theta2*theta3+4*delta*D*theta3+theta1*delta*theta3+theta1*th
eta2*delta+theta1*theta2*theta3+2*theta1*D*theta3+2*D*theta2*theta3+6*D*delta^2+9*delta*D^2+3*D^2*theta
2+3*theta1*D^2+delta^2*theta3+delta^2*theta2+theta1*delta^2+3*D^2*theta3+delta^3) 
              (2*c)*(theta3*x(3)+gamma3-D*(x(1)-2*x(3)+x(2)))-(delta*alpha3*beta*x(3)^(beta-
1)*(4*delta*D+2*theta2*D+delta*theta1+theta2*delta+theta2*theta1+2*D*theta1+3*D^2+delta^2))/(4*D*theta2*
delta+4*D*delta*theta3+2*D*theta2*theta3+delta*theta3*theta1+4*delta*D*theta1+theta2*delta*theta1+theta2*th
eta3*delta+theta2*theta3*theta1+2*theta2*D*theta1+2*D*theta3*theta1+6*D*delta^2+9*delta*D^2+3*D^2*theta
3+3*theta2*D^2+delta^2*theta1+delta^2*theta3+theta2*delta^2+3*D^2*theta1+delta^3)]; 
 
 
[xstarOL,fval] = fsolve(SS_OL,x0); 
 
fprintf('Optimal Steady State Beach Width in town %d under Decentralized Management is %f\n', [1, xstarOL(1)], 
[2, xstarOL(2)], [3, xstarOL(3)]) 
 
L11open = (2*c)*(gamma1+theta1.*xstarOL(1)-D*(xstarOL(2)-2*xstarOL(1)+xstarOL(3))); 
L22open = (2*c)*(gamma2+theta2.*xstarOL(2)-D*(xstarOL(3)-2*xstarOL(2)+xstarOL(1))); 
L33open = (2*c)*(gamma3+theta3.*xstarOL(3)-D*(xstarOL(1)-2*xstarOL(3)+xstarOL(2))); 
 
% fprintf('Optimal Steady State Beach Width in town %d under Decentralized Management is %f\n', [1, 
xstarOL(1)], [2, xstarOL(2)]) 
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% find steady state values for the indirect lambda's to use as b.c's in BPV 
Lambda12_ss=(D*L11open*(3*D+delta+theta3))/(3*D^2+delta^2+delta*theta2+4*delta*D+theta3*delta+theta3*th
eta2+2*theta3*D+2*D*theta2); 
Lambda13_ss=(D*L11open*(3*D+delta+theta2))/(3*D^2+delta^2+delta*theta2+4*delta*D+theta3*delta+theta3*th
eta2+2*theta3*D+2*D*theta2); 
Lambda21_ss=(D*L22open*(3*D+delta+theta3))/(3*D^2+delta^2+delta*theta1+4*delta*D+theta3*delta+theta3*th
eta1+2*theta3*D+2*D*theta1); 
Lambda23_ss=(D*L22open*(delta+theta1+3*D))/(3*D^2+delta^2+delta*theta1+4*delta*D+theta3*delta+theta3*th
eta1+2*theta3*D+2*D*theta1); 
Lambda31_ss=(D*L33open*(3*D+delta+theta2))/(3*D^2+delta^2+delta*theta1+4*delta*D+delta*theta2+theta2*th
eta1+2*D*theta2+2*D*theta1); 
Lambda32_ss=(D*L33open*(delta+theta1+3*D))/(3*D^2+delta^2+delta*theta1+4*delta*D+delta*theta2+theta2*th
eta1+2*D*theta2+2*D*theta1); 
 
global Lambda12_ss Lambda13_ss Lambda21_ss Lambda23_ss Lambda31_ss Lambda32_ss 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Solve Optimal Path to Steady State OLNE 
% 
% Define variables 
% y(1) = x1 
% y(2) = x2 
% y(3) = x3 
% y(4) = L11 
% y(5) = L12 
% y(6) = L13 
% y(7) = L21 
% y(8) = L22 
% y(9) = L23 
% y(10)= L31 
% y(11)= L32 
% y(12)= L33 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
solinit = bvpinit(linspace(0,500,5000),[60 60 60 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1]'); 
sol = bvp4c(@olne_ode3,@olne_bc3, solinit); 
 
x = linspace(0,100,100); 
y = deval(sol,x); 
 
% Calculate discounted net benefits 
 
widthOL   = [y(1,:); y(2,:); y(3,:)]; 
nourishOL = [y(4,:)./(2*c); y(8,:)./(2*c); y(12,:)./(2*c)]; 
NBOL      = zeros(3, length(x)); 
NBOL(1,:) = exp(-delta.*x(1,:)).*(delta*alpha1.*(widthOL(1,:).^beta)-c*(nourishOL(1,:).^2)); 
NBOL(2,:) = exp(-delta.*x(1,:)).*(delta*alpha2.*(widthOL(2,:).^beta)-c*(nourishOL(2,:).^2)); 
NBOL(3,:) = exp(-delta.*x(1,:)).*(delta*alpha3.*(widthOL(3,:).^beta)-c*(nourishOL(3,:).^2)); 
totbenOL  = sum(NBOL,2); 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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% %   Store Steady State Values for each gamma or D 
%    
%     xstar_coop(:,k) = xstar; 
%     totben_coop(:,k)= sum(NB_coop,2); 
%     xstar_olne(:,k) = xstarOL; 
%     totben_OL(:,k)  = sum(totbenOL,2); 
%     share_coop(:,k) = totben_coop(:,k)/(sum(totben_coop(:,k),1)); 
%     share_OL(:,k)   = totben_OL(:,k)/sum(totben_OL(:,k),1); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% FIGURES 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
figure(5) 
plot(x,y(1,:),'b','linewidth',1.1); 
hold on 
plot(x,y(2,:), 'r','linewidth',1.1); 
plot(x,y(3,:), 'k','linewidth',1.1); 
% axis([0 100 40 100]); 
title('Optimal Beach Width under Decentralized Management','FontSize',16) 
xlabel('Time (Years)','FontSize',16) 
ylabel('Beach Width (Meters)','FontSize',16) 
legend('Community 1','Community 2','Community 3') 
 
 
figure(6) 
plot(x,y(4,:)./(2*c),'b','linewidth',1.1); 
hold on 
plot(x,y(8,:)./(2*c), '--r','linewidth',1.1); 
plot(x,y(12,:)./(2*c), '-.k','linewidth',1.1); 
% axis([0 100 2 4]); 
title('Optimal Nourishment Path under Decentralized Management','FontSize',16) 
xlabel('Time (Years)','FontSize',16) 
ylabel('Nourishment (Meters)','FontSize',16) 
 
figure(7) 
plot(x,NBOL(1,:),'b','linewidth',1.1); 
hold on 
plot(x,NBOL(2,:), '--r','linewidth',1.1); 
plot(x,NBOL(3,:), '-.k','linewidth',1.1); 
title('Comparison of discounted Net benefits under Decentralized Management','FontSize',16) 
xlabel('Time (Years)','FontSize',16) 
ylabel('Discounted Net Benefits ($ x 1000)','FontSize',16) 
% axis([0 100 0 120]) 
 
figure(8) 
plot(x,NBOL(1,:)./(NBOL(1,:)+NBOL(2,:)+NBOL(3,:)),'b','linewidth',1.1); 
hold on 
plot(x,NBOL(2,:)./(NBOL(1,:)+NBOL(2,:)+NBOL(3,:)), '--r','linewidth',1.1); 
plot(x,NBOL(3,:)./(NBOL(1,:)+NBOL(2,:)+NBOL(3,:)), '-.k','linewidth',1.1); 
title('Distribution of discounted Net benefits under Decentralized Management','FontSize',16) 
xlabel('Time (Years)','FontSize',16) 
ylabel('Share of discounted Net Benefits ($ x 1000)','FontSize',16) 
axis([0 100 0 1]) 
 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%FIGURES%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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% % Net benefits with increasing SLR 
% figure(5) 
% plot(G,sum(totben_coop)); 
% hold on 
% plot(G,sum(totben_OL), '--r'); 
% title('Net benefits under Coordinated and Decentralized Management with increasng SLR'); 
% xlabel('Baseline Erosion Rate (m/year)'); 
% ylabel('Present Value Net Benefits ($ x 1000)'); 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
 
     
function res = coop_bc3(ya,yb) 
 
global delta alpha1 alpha2 alpha3 beta c gamma1 gamma2 gamma3 x10 x20 x30 mu theta D;  
global xstar Lstar; 
 
res = [ya(1)-x10; 
       ya(2)-x20; 
       ya(3)-x30; 
        
       yb(1)-xstar(1); 
       yb(5)-Lstar(2); 
       yb(6)-Lstar(3)]; 
    
     
end 
 
function dydx = coop_ode3(x,y) 
 
global delta alpha1 alpha2 alpha3 beta c gamma1 gamma2 gamma3 x10 x20 x30 theta1 theta2 theta3 D; 
 
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % 
% Define variables 
% y(1) = x1 
% y(2) = x2 
% y(3) = x3  
% y(4) = L1 
% y(5) = L2 
% y(6) = L3 
% 
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %  
 
dydx = [-gamma1-theta1*y(1)+(y(4)./(2*c))+D*(y(2)-2*y(1)+y(3)) 
        -gamma2-theta2*y(2)+(y(5)./(2*c))+D*(y(3)-2*y(2)+y(1)) 
        -gamma3-theta3*y(3)+(y(6)./(2*c))+D*(y(1)-2*y(3)+y(2)) 
         
        y(4)*(delta+theta1+2*D)-y(5)*D-y(6)*D-delta*alpha1*beta*y(1)^(beta-1) 
        y(5)*(delta+theta2+2*D)-y(6)*D-y(4)*D-delta*alpha2*beta*y(2)^(beta-1) 
        y(6)*(delta+theta3+2*D)-y(4)*D-y(5)*D-delta*alpha3*beta*y(3)^(beta-1)]; 
 
end 
 
function res = olne_bc3(ya,yb) 
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global delta alpha1 alpha2 alpha3 beta c gamma x10 x20 x30 mu theta D 
global xstarOL L11open L22open L33open Lambda12_ss Lambda13_ss Lambda21_ss Lambda31_ss Lambda23_ss 
Lambda32_ss 
 
 
% y(1) = x1 
% y(2) = x2 
% y(3) = x3 
% y(4) = L11 
% y(5) = L12 
% y(6) = L13 
% y(7) = L21 
% y(8) = L22 
% y(9) = L23 
% y(10)= L31 
% y(11)= L32 
% y(12)= L33 
 
res = [ya(1)-x10  
    ya(2)-x20 
    ya(3)-x30 
    yb(1)-xstarOL(1) 
    yb(2)-xstarOL(2) 
    yb(3)-xstarOL(3) 
    yb(4)-L11open 
    yb(5)-Lambda12_ss 
    yb(7)-Lambda21_ss 
    yb(8)-L22open 
    yb(10)-Lambda31_ss 
    yb(12)-L33open]; 
 
%        yb(6)-Lambda13_ss; 
%        yb(9)-Lambda23_ss; 
%        yb(11)-Lambda32_ss;] 
 
end 
 
 
function dydx = olne_ode3(x,y) 
 
global delta alpha1 alpha2 alpha3 beta c D 
global gamma1 gamma2 gamma3 theta1 theta2 theta3  
global xstarOL L11open L22open L33open Lambda12_ss Lambda13_ss Lambda21_ss Lambda31_ss Lambda23_ss 
Lambda32_ss 
 
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % 
% Define variables 
% 
% y(1) = x1 
% y(2) = x2 
% y(3) = x3 
% y(4) = L11 
% y(5) = L12 
% y(6) = L13 
% y(7) = L21 
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% y(8) = L22 
% y(9) = L23 
% y(10)= L31 
% y(11)= L32 
% y(12)= L33 
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % 
 
dydx = [-gamma1-theta1*y(1)+y(4)./(2*c)+D*(y(2)-2*y(1)+y(3)); 
    -gamma2-theta2*y(2)+y(8)./(2*c)+D*(y(3)-2*y(2)+y(1)); 
    -gamma3-theta3*y(3)+y(12)./(2*c)+D*(y(1)-2*y(3)+y(2)); 
    (delta+theta1+2*D)*y(4)-(delta*alpha1*beta*y(1)^(beta-1)+y(5)*D+y(6)*D); 
    (delta+theta2+2*D)*y(5)-(y(4)*D+y(6)*D); 
    (delta+theta3+2*D)*y(6)-(y(4)*D+y(5)*D); 
    (delta+theta1+2*D)*y(7)-(y(8)*D+y(9)*D); 
    (delta+theta2+2*D)*y(8)-(delta*alpha2*beta*y(2)^(beta-1)+y(9)*D+y(7)*D); 
    (delta+theta3+2*D)*y(9)-(y(8)*D+y(7)*D); 
    (delta+theta1+2*D)*y(10)-(y(12)*D+y(11)*D); 
    (delta+theta2+2*D)*y(11)-(y(12)*D+y(10)*D); 
    (delta+theta3+2*D)*y(12)-(delta*alpha3*beta*y(3)^(beta-1)+y(10)*D+y(11)*D)]; 
 
 
 
end 
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